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2nd Session _Off _ to Tragic Start
The second session of the 99th Congress convened January 21, 1986, as scheduled. However, after the disastrous January 28 explosion of the Challenger space
shuttle with its seven-member crew, the President postponed his State of the Union
Message until February 4. He called for a week of national mourning with flags to
be flown at half staff on public buildings.

o The first day back, the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyrights held a hearing on S. 1822 and S. 1938, bills to extend the manufacturing clause of the copyright law. ALA filed a statement for the record in opposition to this trade barrier legislation, which among other things discriminates
against U.S. authors and would increase the cost of children's picture books.
o The Senate Finance Committee opens hearings this week on Tax Reform.
Although
the House-passed, 1400-page bill {HR 3838) retains full state and local tax deductibility, there is considerable speculation that the Senate may be inclined to go for
partial repeal to help reduce the deficit.
o The House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade has scheduled a February 6 hearing on HR 2885 to implement the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence Agreement.
ALA
filed a statement with the Subcommittee last August supporting this measure which
provides for duty-free trade in certain educational, cultural, and scientific materials and articles for the blind and pnysically handicapped. The Nairobi Protocol
extends the Agreement to audiovisual and microform materials.
o The House Post Office and Civil Service Committee has called a February 5
postal hearing to consider recent developments at the U.S. Postal Service. On
January 10, Chairman Bill Ford (D-MI) and his Senate counterpart, Sen. Ted Stevens
(R-AK), wrote to Postal Rate Commission Chair Janet Steiger requesting the Commission to proceed immediately with a study of reduced rate mail covered by revenue
forgone.
The study, provided for in the pending conference report on the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (HR 3128), also calls for the development
of recommendations to change eligibility requirements for preferred rate mailers.
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RESOLUTION ON OMB CIRCULAR A-130,
MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL INFORMATION RESOURCES

WHEREAS,

Equal and readily available access to unclassified government
information and publications is a primary tenet of a free
society; and

WHEREAS,

The issue of this access is addressed in OMB Circular A-130,
"Management of Federal Information Resources," published by
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in the December 24 1
1985 1 Federal Register; and

WHEREAS,

This Circular was made available only once in draft form for
public comment; and

WHEREAS,

The American Library Association (ALA), although appreciative
of OMB' s adoption of several of its recommendations I including
recognition of the role of the Depository Library Program,
nevertheless believes that the policies delineated in regards
to dissemination, data collection, "maximum feasible reliance
on the private sector," user fees, cost-benefit analysis, and
other matters will contribute to the curtailment of the collection of government information and its dissemination to the
general public, business, government policymakers, and the
academic community; and

WHEREAS,

The Association regrets that the final version of the Circular
was not made available for further public comment despite
substantial revisions and requests from Members of Congress,
ALA, and the American public; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

That the Director of OMB and interested Members of the United
States Congress be apprised of the possible effects of OMB
Circular A-130 and urged to monitor closely its implementation;
and, be it further

RESOLVED,
That ALA members be urged to monitor the effects of the implementation of
the Circular on government
information and
publications and report problems to the ALA Washington Office,
Members of Congress, and OMB.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
Chicago, Illinois
January 22, 1986
(Council Document #28)

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET CIRCULAR ON
MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL INFORM/-.. TION RESOURCES
The Office of Management and Budget Circular A-130, l.Vianagement of Federal
Information Resources, which OMB issued on December 12, 1985, was published. in
the December 24 Federal Register, pp. 52730-51, with corrections in the January 6
FR, p. 461. The public should pay careful attention to the implementation of the
circular, and urge their Representative and Senators to do so. In a December 23
editorial, "Privatizing the Numbers," The Washington Post said that the circular
"would likely reduce the number of printed government publications available in
libraries or at low cost and increase the already widespread practice of private
outfits interfacing with government computers and providing printouts for users at
hefty fees. "
Although the circular is improved from the draft in the March 15 FR, the final
circular establishes official government policy which will sharply reducethe federal
government's efforts to collect and disseminate information to the public, and will
accelerate the current trend toward the commercialization and privatization of government information.
In addition, other factors are likely to · restrict federal
government information; for example, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit reduction
process, and 01\iB Circular A-3, Government Publications, which requires agency
heads to annually submit to OMB for approval a list of current and proposed periodicals, with detailed justifications for proposed periodicals.
It will also be
necessary to pay close attention to the revision of other OMB circulars which have
a close relationship to Circular A-130, such as Circular A-76, Performance of
Commercial Activities, and Circular A-25, User Charges.
Development of the Circular. Circular A-130 is a presidential policy directive
to executive agencies which provides a general policy framework for the management
of federal information resources. The circular does not have the force of law; it is
not a regulation. However, agencies ignore it at their peril. The Director of OMB
will use fiscal budget reviews and other measures to evaluate agency compliance
with the circular (sec. 10). This umbrella circular supersedes four existing circulars, but its scope is much broader than the incorporated directives. The circular
implements provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (PL 96-511) as well
as other statutes, executive orders, and executive branch management philosophy.
OMB made substantial changes to the March draft, but refused to make the
final draft available for further public review before publication despite requests
from Members of Congress, ALA and others. In its rewrite of the controversial
March proposal in response to the more than 350 comments it received, OMB
accepted some of the recommendations which ALA and others made. However, other
provisions heavily criticized by the library and academic community were not
changed or were modified only slightly.
The final circular still requires
cost-benefit analysis of government information activities, "maximum feasible reliance
on the private sector" for the dissemination of government information products and
services, and cost recovery through user charges where appropriate.
Public Access to Government Information.
The main body of the circular
consists of definitions, basic considerations and assumptions, policies, and
assignments of responsibility; the appendices consist of procedures for implementing
various policies and with analysis of key sections. It is important to read Appendix
IV-Analysis of Key Sections when reviewing the circular.
OMB added this section

- 2 to the final version in response to many requests that the explanatory materials in
the March draft not be lost when the circular was published in final form.
OMB accepted the recommendation of many commentators to include language
requiring that agencies establish procedures for ensuring that government publication~ are made available to depository libraries as required by law (sec.
8a(12)(b)).
A definition of "governr.mnt publication" was added:
"informational
matter which is published as an individual document at government expense, or as
required by law" (sec. 6k). 01\~B also accepted the suggestion that 2gencies provide adequate notice and opportunity for public comment before terminating
products or services.
OMB added the provision that adequate notice should be
provided before initiating new inforrJation products and services (sec. 8a( 10)).
Formal notice in the FR is not required as ALA recommended.
Importance of the Circular to the Public. The proposed circular will establish
government-wide policy on federal information management, and will form the basis
for future, more detailed OMB directives on this subject. Many who reviewed the
March draft were concerned that OMB 's rationale of sound management practice,
cost-cutting, and efforts to eliminate duplication were being used to bury a fundamental principle---that democratic government is accountable to its citizens, and
that this accountability requires that information must be easily accessible and
readily available to its citizens so they may participate fully and effectively in their
democratic government. In response to these criticisms, OMB now acknowledges the
value of government information to the entire nation, and the importance of a free
flow of government information to its citizens. Whether statements of principle and
OMB's clarifications of its "intentions 11 in Appendix IV will be enough to mitigate the
complex and restrictive directives in the policies section of the circular (sec. 8)
remains to be seen. ALA's concerns with the circular lie primarily in these areas:
1.
The circular directs agencies to dieseminate information only when it is
either required by .law or necessary for the proper performance of agency functions
and only ~Nhen it will not duplicate current or potential similar products or services
provided by other government or private sector organizations. These restrictive
con.clitions can place insurmountable barriers between the public and government
information.
2. Agencies are to place maximum feasible reliance on the private sector for
dissemination of the products or services, a reliance that can lead to the dissemination o.f only that information with strong profit potential in the market place.
The private sector is under no obligation to make government information available
to the American public at an affordable price, nor to keep that information easily
accessible and readily available. A gap based on ability to pay between information
"haves" and "have-nots" can easily evolve. Such a gap unfairly limits individual
opportunity in our free and democratic society.
3.
The circular states that access would be provided consistent with the
Freedom of Information Act. Yet for years the Administration has been trying to
broaden the exemptions to FOIA, increase fees for its use, and make it more difficult for the public to use the Act.
4.
The circular directs federal agencies to create or collect only that
information necessary for proper performance of agency functions. Will information
not mandated by agency mission no longer be available?
If so, government
information needed by citizens will be cut off effectively at the source.
American Library Association, Washington Office
202/547-4440

January 1986
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

Management of Federal Information
Resources
December 12, 1985.
AGENCY: Office of Management and
Budget, Executive Office of the
President.
ACTION: OMB Circular No. A-130; final
publication.
SUMMARY: This Circular provides a
general policy framework for
management of Federal information
resources. The Circular implements
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980 as well as other statutes,
Executive Orders, and policies
concerning general information policy,
information technology, privacy, and
maintenance of Federal records. The
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) published a draft Circular for
public comment on March 15, 1985, and
received comments and suggestions
from the public. This Circular
supersedes OMB Circular Nos. A-71, A90, A-108, and A-121.
DATE: This Circular is effective
December 12, 1985.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

J. Timothy Sprehe, Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs, Room 3235 New
Executive Office Building, Office of
Management and Budget, Washington,
D.C. 20503. Telephone: (202) 395-4814.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub.
L. 9&-511, 94 Stat 2812, codified at
Chapter 35 of Title 44 of the United
States Code, establishes a broad
mandate for agencies to perform their
information activities in an efficient,
effective, and economical manner.
Section 3504 of the Act provides
authority to the Director, Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), to
develop and implement uniform and
consistent information resources
management policies; oversee the
development and promote the use of
information management principles,
standards, and guidelines; evaluate
agency information management
practices in order to determine their
adequacy and efficiency; and determine
compliance of such practices with the
policies, principles, standards, and
guidelines promulgated by the Director.
This Circular implements OMB
authority under the Paperwork
Reduction Act with respect to section
3504(b), general information policy,
section 3504(e), records management,
section 3504(f), privacy, and section
3504(g), Federal automatic data

processing and telecommunications; the
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a);
sections 111 and 254 of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended (40 U.S.C. 759);
the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
(31 U.S.C. 1 et seq.); and Executive
Order No. 12046 of March 27, 1978. The
Circular complements 5 CFR Part 1320,
Controlling Paperwork Burden on the
Public, which implements other sections
of the Paperwork Reduction Act dealing
with controlling the reporting and
recordkeeping burden placed on the
public.
In addition, the Circular revises and
consolidates policy and procedures in
five existing OMB directives and
rescinds these directives.
A-71-Responsibilities for the
Administration and Management of
Automatic Data Processing Activities
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to
Circular No. A-71-Security of
Federal Automated Information
Systems
A-90-Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate and
Improve Information Systems
A-lO~Responsibilities for the
Maintenance of Records about
Individuals by Federal Agencies
A-121-Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery, and Interagency Sharing of
Data Processing Facilities
Development of the Circular
On September 12, 1983, OMB
published a Notice in the Federal
Register, 48 FR 40964, announcing
development of the OMB Circular on
Federal information resources
management and soliciting public
comment. In response to this notice,
OMB received comments from 14
Federal agencies and 39 members of the
public. On March 15, 1985, OMB
published its draft Circular on the
Management of Federal Information
Resources (50 FR 10734-10747), inviting
the public to comment by May 14, 1985.
OMB informally extended the public
comment period in order to allow
Federal agencies and the public more
time to submit their views. By August
1985, OMB had received about 350
letters of comment; 52 percent of these
were from the iibrary and academic
community, 28 percent were from other
members of the public, and 20 percent
from Federal age11cies and Members of
Congress.
Form of the Circular and Addition of
Appendix IV
The draft Circular followed the form
of a notice of proposed rulemaking,
which is to say that the text of the
proposed Circular was accompanied by

Supplementary Information containing a
lengthy analysis of key sections. The
analysis explained the management
context and philosophy behind the
language of the draft Circular.
The Circular also follows the form of a
notice of proposed mlemaking. Many
who commented on the draft Circular
requested that the explanatory
contextual materials not be lost when
the Circular was published in final form.
OMB accepted this recommendation.
Accordingly, in addition to the three
appendices included in the draft
Circular, OMB has added Appendix JV,
Analysis of Key Sections. Appendix IV
contains a revision and expansion of the
analysis of key sections that
accompanied the March 15 draft
Circular.
This Supplementary Information
section focuses on comments received to
the March 15 draft Circular and the
disposition OMB has made of the
comments.
Additional Comment
Because of the perceived seriousness
of deficiencies in the draft Circular of
March 15, 1985, several commentators
urged that OMB revise the draft, and
issue the revision for another round of
public comment. With the public notices
of September 12, 1983, and March 15,
1985, OMB has twice sought public
comment. After analyzing public
comment on the March 15 draft and
revising the Circular, OMB decided not
to accept this recommendation. OMB
believes that the Circular as now
revised accommodates valid criticisms
and objections, that adequate public
comment has been sought, and sees
little benefit and much delay in a third
round of public comment.
Section-by-Section Analysis

Section 1. Purpose

o~m rejected a recommendation that
the phrase "management of Federal
information resources" be changed to
"management and dissemination of
Federal information resources" because
the definitions of information resources
· management and government
information already include
dissemination within management.
Section 3. Authorities
OMB expanded the citation of the
Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act to include section 206 in
t!lrder to reflect Federal
telecommunication standards
authorities. Executive Order No. 12472,
Assignment of National Security and
Emergency Preparedness
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Telecommunications Functions, has
been added to this section.

Section 4. Applicability and Scope
OMB revised this section to include a
reference to national security and
emergency preparedness
telecommunications activities subject to
Executive Order No. 12472. One
commentator suggested that a general
disclaimer be added here stating that
the policies apply only where feasible,
cost effective, and appropriate in the
context of a particular activity. OMB
rejected this suggestion because specific
disclaimers are included iµ specific
policies end because section 9a(l)
assumes that heads of Federal agencies
are responsible for managing their
information resources in the context of
particular activities and agency
missions.
Another commentator suggested that
the Circular address which guidance
will be controlling in the event of
inconsistency: the Circular on national
security directives. OMB does not
believe such inconsistencies exist until
shown in specific instances; if they
should exist, they should be resolved on
an individual basis. Another
commentator recommended that this
section should make exception for the
exclusions identified in the Warner
Amendment in the Department of
Defense Authorization Act of 1982. OMB
believes these exclusions are
appropriately treated in the contexts to
which they apply, and notes that statute
always takes precedence over policy
guidance. For clarity, OMB added an
explicit reference to this Department of
Defense exclusion in the definition of
information technology (Section 6h).
Section 6. Definitions
a. Agency. Although no one
commented on the definition of
"agency," OMB changed the definition
because the previous wording was
confusing and did not adequately
convey that"independent regulatory
agencies are included within the
meaning of the term.
b. Information. One commentator
noted that the definition is broader than
the definition of the same term in OMB's
regulation, 5 CFR 1320. The breadth of
the definition is due to the fact that the
scope of the Circular is broader than the
scope of the regulation. Another
commentator believed there were major
omissions in the definition, e.g.,
micrographics, printing and publishing,
mail and distribution, libraries, voice
communications, reprographics,
audiovisual, and manual information
systems. OMB believes these are
information media, processes, or

institutions, rather than information as
such, and that the definition as
formulated covers them.
c. Government Information. One
commentator noted that the definition of
"government information" does not
include information that may be
required to be maintained by a Federal
agency, presumably as in Federal
recordkeeping requirements imposed
upon members of the public (e.g.,
individuals' tax records). OMB does not
intend that such information should be
considered government information, nor
does the Circular extend to such
information except as specifically
provided (e.g., Appendix I, Section
3a(l)). Another commentator pointed out
that the definition would include
information maintained by the
legislative and judicial branches of
government. While it is true that the
definition encompasses information held
by the legislative and judicial branches,
the Circular applies only to agencies of
the executive branch as defined in
Section 6a. Another recommended that
the definition of government information
be restricted only to information created
or collected by the Federal Government,
and not be extended to information
processed, transmitted, disseminated,
used, stored, and disposed of by the
Federal Government. OMB rejected this
recommendation because 44 U.S.C. 3504
clearly applies, for example, to
information processing and records
management.
Several commentators recommended
that the definition should pertain to
information "created ... or disposed
of by, or on behalf of, the Federal
Government." (emphasis added) The
intent of the.recommendation was tomake clear that the Circular's policies
applied to all information under
government control or sponsorship,
irrespective of the information
processing agent; that is, to include all
information created, collected,
processed, transmitted, disseminated,
used, stored, or disposed of by ·
government contractors or grantees.
OMB rejected the recommendation for
several reasons. First, while agencies
doubtless have the choice to treat
information created or collected on their
behalf as government information, OMB
does not intend, except where explicitly
stated, that policies in the Circular
extend to persons or entities that create,
collect, process, transmit, disseminate,
use, store, or dispose of information on
behalf of the government. Section 4 of
the Circular states that the policies
apply to executive agencies; Section
3a(l) of Appendix I is an explicit
statement of application to Federal
contracts. Second, existing and
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longstanding policy embodied in OMB
Circular No. A-110, Uniform
Administrative Requirements for Grants
and Agreements with Institutions of
Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other
Nonprofit Organizations, permits
grantees in such institutions to copyright
information created or collected under
Federal grants. The fact that such
information may be copyrighted implies
that the information is not government
'information, because the government
may not copyright government
information (17 U.S.C. 101 and 105).
Third, the courts have held that requests
to Federal agencies for release of
information under the Freedom of
Information Act do not always extend to
those performing information activities
under grant or contract to a Federal
agency; hence, such information is not
government information.
Several commentators recommended
that government information be
.
subdistinguished, with special
definitions being formulated for, and
special policy treatment given to,
scientific and technical information,
statistical information, or printed
information. OMB did not accept the
recommendation because the Circular is
intended to implement the Paperwork
Reduction Act, and the Act itself does
not distinguish among various kinds of
information.
f. and g. Access to Information and
Dissemination of Information. The
definitions of "access to information"
and "dissemination of information,"
particularly when considered together
with Section 8a on information
management, drew more comment than
any other definitions. Twenty-three
persons commented on the definitions.
Commentators specially objected to the
phrase "upon their request" in the
definition of access. They noted that the
public may gain access to government
information through Freedom of
Information Act requests but argued that
the Circular makes no provisions to
ensure the public knows what
information is available or how to
obtain the information. They suggested
that the tone of the definitions was
narrow, negative, and restrictive, and
th(l implications ran contrary to the
proper role of government in providing
information in a democratic society.
OMB believes that the definitions of
access and dissemination, as found in
the draft Circular, are sound. In OMB's
view, the commentators' objections
arose not out of the definitions
themselves but out of the uses to which
·they were put in the draft Circular's
policies and their explanation.
Accordingly, OMB has made revisions
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to the policies and to the Analysis of
Key Sections (Appendix IV). but has
retained the definitions.
i. Information Technology Fadlity.
Several persons pointed out the
desirability of standardizing the
definition of "information technology .
facility," as found in the Circular and
Appendix II, with "information
technology installation," as found in
Appendix III. The two terms are
retained because they apply to different
contexts, and the relationship between
the terms is explained in Appendix II,
Section 2b.
k. Government Publication. A new
term, "government publication:: has
been defined because a new policy
statement pertains to government
publications. The definition of the term
is taken directly from statute (44 U.S.C.
1901).

Section 7. Basic Considerations and
Assumptions
7a and 7b. These statements have
been amended and broadened to reflect
points raised in comments, namely, that
the statements were too narrowly
conceived.
Deleted statement. The draft Circular
contained the statement: The value of
government information to the
government is solely a function of the
degree to which the information
contributes to achieving agencies·
missions. Comments concerning this
statement alleged that the statement
underestimated the value of government
information to the government, and
failed to take account of other public
needs, including those of State and local
government, that are included in the
value of information to the Federal
Government. Because of other revisions
to Section 7, OMB determined the ·
statement was superfluous and deleted,
it.
7c. A new statement has been
inserted in response to many comments
that the draft Circular failed to address
the posjtive aspects of government
information. The statement incorporates
three of the purposes of the Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. 3501).
7d. Commentators on this statement
objected to the application of costbenefit analysis to government
information activities. Many stated that
the benefits ofgovernment information
cannot be easily calculated and that
such information holds more benefits
than simply economic. Recalling that the
statement is an assumption underlying
policy, not itself a policy prescription,
OMB notes that the statement does not
preclude the existence of benefits other
than economic (some of which are
enumerated'in statement .7b) nor does it

necessarily presuppose that benefits can
be easily calculated. The statement has
been revised to incorporate by reference
the purposes of the Paperwork
Reduction Act cited in the preceding
statement. Ensuring that benefits exceed
costs, insofar as these are calculable, is
a means to minimizing 'burden and costs
and maximizing usefulness.
7e. Because many commentators
misperceived the role accorded the
private sector in the draft Circular, a
new statement has been added that
summarizes the existing policy found in
OMB Circular No. A-76, Performance of
Commercial Activities. The import of the
new statement is simply that policy
stated in Circular No. A-76 is and
consistently has been assumed to apply
to the management of Federal
information resources.
7g. Several commentators believed
that this statement (formerly statement
7f) did not sufficiently recognize the
importance of public disclosure of
government information. The statement
has been revised to strengthen this
point.
One commentary focused on the fact
that this statement pertained to the
management of Federal agency records
rather than management of Federal
information resources. Although the
Freedom of Information Act and the
Privacy Act pertain only to information
in agency records, the statement has
been broadened, as a basic assumption.
to extend to ail information resources.
The statement is not limited, either by
intention or implication, to paper
documents, but may also include
electronic records.
7h. The comments on this statement
(formerly statement 7g) offered
suggestions already provided for in
statute or policy; for example, a
distinction involving statistical uses of
personal information. No changes were
made to the statement.
7j and 7k. These statements (formerly
statements 7h and 7j) were revised to
incorporate language suggested by
commentators.

Section 8. Policies
a. Information Management.
(1) and (2). Information Collection and
Sharing. Many commentators believed
that the formulation of 8a(l) in the draft
Circular was too narrow and restrictive,
that in fact the Circular would limit the
collection of information by Federal
agencies more than was intended by the
Paperwork Reduction Act. Revised
policy statement Sa(l) uses the
expression "necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the
agency," which is taken directly from
the language of the Act {44 U.S.C. 3504

(c)(2)). and introduces a requirement for
practical utility. also taken from same
section of the Act. Some commentators
believed the language should be
couched in even broader terms. such as
information needed by society or the
general public. The intent of the Act.
however. was to circumscribe. not to
broaden, agency discretion to impose
information collection and
recordkeeping burdens on the public.
Commentators pointed out that many
statutes condition the interagency or
intergovernmental sharing of
information by Federal agencies.
Revised policy statement 8a(2) reflects
the existence of such conditions. Many
also commented on the phtrJse "or
through commercial sources" in this
statement. The revision qualifies this
phrase and Appendix IV provides
further explanatory analysis of the
policy.
(3) through {6}. Privacy Act and
Freedom of Information Act. OMD
revised statement 8a{3) to be consistent
with statement Sa(l). Statements
8a(4)(b) ·and 8a(5) have been amended to
eliminate ambiguity identified by
commentators.
(BJ through {12). Information
Dissemination. Statements-8a(8) and
8a(9) in the draft Circular received more
comments than any other sections. First.
as regards the policy that dissemination
be either required by law or essential to
agency missions, commentators
believed these criteria were too negative
and restrictive. and failed to emphasize
the positive value of government
information dissemination and the
obligation of the government to inform
the citizenry. OMB reforumlated both
the Circular and the analysis in
Appendix IV to emphasize the
government's obligations to disseminate
information, and to conform more
closely to the language and intent of the
Paperwork Reduction Act.
Second, commentators challenged the
policy that agency information products
or services should not duplicate similar
products or services "that could
reasonably be expected to be provided"
by other agencies or the private sector
"in the absence of agency
dissemination." This policy was
believed to be vague and impossible to
apply. OMB acknowledges that "could
reasonably be expected" is an
inadequate formulation and has
accordingly revised the policy.
However, the general stricture against
duplicating products or services that are
or would otherwise be provided by
other government or private sector
organizations has been retained because
the criterion of non-duplication for
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government information resources is
clearly stated in the Act; if it is clear
that an agency's dissemination would
duplicate that of a private organization,
the same considerations apply. The
analysis in Appendix IV has been
expam:led to clarify the meaning of this
policy.
Third, many commentators suggested
that agencies provide adequate notice
and opportunity for public comment
before terminating information products
and services. OMB believes this
suggestion has merit as applied to any
significant termination, and has
incorporated the idea in the revised
policy and Appendix IV. With respect to
the non-duplication criterion, OMB
added the provision that adequate
notice should be provided before
initiating new information products and
services. This provision will allow other
agencies and private sector interests to
inform the initiating agency if a new
product or service will duplicate their
product or service, and hence satisfies
the intent of the draft Circular's
language. Further explanation of this
policy is also found.in Appendix IV.
Fourth, commentators, questioned the
langqage in the draft Circular's
statement 8a(9)(a) requiring that
agencies disseminate information
products and services "in a manner that
reasonably ensures the information will
reach the members of the public the
agency is responsible for reaching."
OMB has slightly altered the language
while providing a fuller explanation in
Appendix IV.
Fifth, commentators challenged the
language in the draft Circular's
statement 8a{9}(b) that dissemination
should be accomplished "in the manner
most cost effective for the government,
including placing maximum feasible
reliance on the private sector .. ." OMB
has retained this language, but added a
reference to OMB Circular No. A-76
which provides the context for the
policy and conditions that address most
points raised by commentators. For
example, OMB Circular No. A-76
distinguishes between functions that are
inherently governmental in nature, and
hence should be performed by
government employees, and functions
that are commercial in nature and may
be performed by the private sector.
Again, Appendix IV contains additional
discussion of the role of the private
sector in disseminating government
information products and services. ·
Six.th, commentators criticized the
reference to user charges in the draft
Circylar's statement 8a{9)(c). OMB has
retained the draft Circular's language,
because OMB Circular No. A-25 already
takes account of objections raised. For

example, some pointed out that the
costs of assessing tiser charges can be
greater than the revenues yielded from
the charges; Circular·No. A-25 provides
for this contingency. Also,
commentators failed to note that this
policy statement requires user charges
only for costs of dissemination of
government information, not for
creation, collection, processing, and
transmission of the information. User
charges also are more fully discussed in
Appendix IV.
Seventh, in response to comments
OMB added new language requiring that
agencies establish procedures for
ensuring compliance with 44 U.S.C. 1902
concerning Federal depository libraries.
Many commentators referenced the
Federal depository library program as
an existing institutional mechanism for
ensuring that much government
information is disseminated to and
actually reaches the general public.
They believed the Circular should
strengthen the depository library
system. Because OMB agreed with the
comments, and since the law provides
that government publications be made
available to the depository libraries,
OMB accepted this recommendation; the
Circular requires agencies to make
government publications available to
the depository library system, and
Appendix IV elaborates this point.
b. Information Systems and
Information Technology Management.
{1} through (3). One commentator
recommended that these policies be
expanded to include a requirement that
agencies document a 10 percent return
on information technology investments.
OMB rejected this recommendation as
being too specific for inclusion in a
general policy statement.
(4) and (5). Several commentators
recommended that these statements also
include provision for cost effectiveness
and meeting specific agency needs.
OMB revised the policy to reflect this
recommendation and also expanded on
the point in Appendix IV.
(6) and {7}. Commentators noted that
the desirability of competition is
sometimes conditioned by the fact that
competitive processes unnecessarily
slow down procurement of information
technology, and that other requirements
such as the need for compatibility, may
legitimately limit competitive processes.
OMB recognizes the validity cif these
points but believes they may be taken
into account without altering the policy
statements.
{8}. Commentators pointed out that
agencies have some legitimate needs for
customized software; and that
acquisition of off-the-shelf software
carries its own risks, such as uncertainty
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over continued maintenance. OMB
believes that these quite meritorious
considerations do not invalidate the
policy statement as it stands.
(9). Several commentators said. that
the term "interconnectivity" has specific
and limited meaning in
telecommunications, and that
"necessary compatibility" would better
convey the meaning intended. OMB
revised tpe policy to reflect these
comments and expanded on the point in
Appendix IV.
{14). Commentators recommended
that the background materials for this
policy statement be strengthened to
stress the positive values of standards
and that national security directives be
referenced. OMB revised Appendix IV
to reflect this recommendation and the
fact that the General Services
Administration issues Federal
Telecommunications Standards.
{15). Several agencies commented that
what may be cost effective for
individual program managers may not
be cost effective for the agency as a
whole and that the policy as drafted
places the burden of proof on the agency
rather than the program manager. OMB
recognizes the potential conflict
between agency and program cost
effectiveness but believes the burden of
proof belongs with the agency to
demonstrate that its arrangements for
information technology facilities and
services are the most cost effective for
agency programs.
One commentator recommended that
agency information technology facilities
be permitted to charge users market
rates rather than cost recovery, because
cost recovery will not be competitive
with market rates. 0:1'.IB's view is that, if
cost recovery is not competitive with
market rates, this is prima facie
evidence that agency information
technology facility arrangements are not
cost effective, and that program
managers should be freed from
mandatory use of such arrangements.
{16}. Agencies commented that cost
recovery systems may be expensive and
should not be required where there is no
clear benefit to such systems. OMB
recognizes this problem and has revised
Appendix II, but not the policy
statement, to cover this contingency.

Section 9. Assignment of
Responsibilities
Some commentators on this section
objected to a perceived concentration in
OMB of decisionmaking power over
Federal information resources, believing
that the Circular places program
decisions in OMB's hands. OMB notes
first that the Paperwork Reduction Act
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requires the director of OMB to develop
and implement Federal information
policies, principles, standards. and
guidelines (44 U.S.C. 3504). Second, the
Circular states, and Appendix IV
emphasizes, that program
decisionmaking for-Federal information
resources belongs with the heads of
agencies. operating within the policy
framework set forth by OMB.
Several commentators recommended
that this section include a statement
concerning the Federal depository
libraries. OMB believes the addition of
statement 8a(12)[b) regarding the
depository libraries covers this
recommendation. Also, OMB did not
accept a commentator's
recommendation that certain
responsibilities be assigned to Federal
libraries; such libraries are subunits of
agencies and the Circular assigns
responsibilities only at the agency level.
Several commentators reco1n.inended
that OMB assign responsibility for the
Office of Personnel Management to
develop and implement occupational ·
and position standards for information
resources managers. OMB does not
believe management of Federal
information resources requires
establishing new job titles and series.
Furthermore, such establishment would
·
require legislation and could not be
legally accomplished through an OMB
Circular.
Several Federal agencies requested
that various statements assigning
responsibilities be revised to include
reference to their statutory or regulatory
responsibilities. OMB reviewed these
·requests and determined that revisions
were unnecessary. The Circular
presupposes the existence of, and
compliance with, other applicable laws
and regulations.
a{6). In response to comments OMB
revised this statement more accurately
tc reflect agency responsibilities for
Federal records management.
a{9}. OMB inserted a reference to
convey that the "senior official" is
identical to the provision of 44 U.S.C.
3506(b).
b[l}. At the suggestion of a
commentator, OMB substituted
"information resources management
policy" for "information policy" because
the latter term is not defined or used
elsewhere in the Circular.
e(4). One commentator noted that
assigning GSA responsibility for
providing guidelines and regulations on
the use of information technology
contravenes the Brooks Act (40 U.S.C.
759(g)). OMB revised the statement to
reflect this pt>in t.
h{12}. OMB revised the statement in
the same manner as statement 9b[l).

Appendix l
Several commentators expressed
concern that promulgation of the
appendix would rescind the OMB
"Guidelines on Implementing the
Privacy Act," and other suggested
combining the appendix with all
guidance OMB has issued on the Act.
Ol\.IB did not intend to replace existing
guidance with the appendix. The
appendix replaces only the procedural
requirements contained in OMB Circular
No. A-108. All other guidance remains
in force, and OMB has revised the
appendix to make that clear. OMB
declined to follow the suggestion that
the appendix and other guidance be
combined, because the purposes of each
issuance are different.
Other commentators pointed out
inconsistencies in the timing of various
reviews required by the Circular's·
different appendices; suggested
clarifying by examples what constitutes
a "minor change to a system of records"·
suggested changing the timing of the ·
review of section [m) contracts to more
frequently than every five years, since
review is conducted on a random
sample basis arid should not prove
overly burdensome; and suggested that
the first triennial review of routine uses
be commenced immediately upon
issuance of the Circular. OMB revised
the appendix to reflect these comments.
OMB revised the appendix to reflect
these comments. OMB added a
requirement for·an annual review of all
systems notices; added certain data
collection requirements for the annual
report pursuant to section (p ); and
dropped a requirement for the Office of
the Federal Register to pro\·ide OMB .
with a consolidated list of changes to
agencies' systems of records.
Appendix II
Several commentators expressed
concern about the cost effectiveness of
requiring detailed accounting and
ch.a-rgeback for use of relatively small
information technology facilities. OMB
agreed with these comments. The intent
of Appendix II is to encourage cost
effective behavior in the management of
Federal information technology
resources. In revising the Appendix
OMB,raised the threshold so that the
Appendix applies only to facilities
having obligations in excess of $3
million per year.
A number of commentators pointed
out that the Appendix does not allow
facilities to justify resource requests
based upon sharing, except in unusual
circumstances. OMB revised the ·
Appendix to clarify that this restriction
is included because the normal practice

is for users of a facility to include
resource requests for the amount of
technology use in their budget and
appropriation requests.
Several commentators believed that
requiring full costs to be recovered from
all users within an agency would not be
cost effective. OMB disagreed with this
viewpoint and retained the draft
Circular's formulation. Viable
management of a large information
technology facility requires that
managers know the amount of resources
devoted to each user when providing
services. Furthermore, effective
management of the use of information
technology requires that the user have
responsibility for and control over the
resources consumed by use of the
facility.
Finally, a number of commentators
questioned the advisability of giving
users of signi{icarit new applications
primary responsibility for selecting
which facility will support thi
applicatfons. OMB disagreed and
retained the draft Circular's formulation.
When users are dependent on effective
technology support to perform their
function, control over selection of
facility is essential and consistent with
holding users responsible for producing
their government information products.
Appendix III

Several commentators asked fm
clarification of the relationship between
Appendix III and OMB. Circular No. A123. The Appendix itself relates certain
of its requirements to requirements in
Circular No. A-123 [e.g., .annual
reporting of security weakne.s ses as
material weaknesses, and a separate
assurance o( th.e security of agency
automated information systems in the annual internal control report required
by Circular No. A-123). Beyond these
specific reql.liren:ients. application
controls specified in the Appendix
should be verified in vulnerability
assessments and internal control
reviews of the functional area supported
by the application. Installation controls
specified in the Appendix should be
reviewed as one of the generic controls
of an information technology unit itself.
Several commentators asked how the
Circular relates to OMBCircular No. A127, Financial ManagementSystems.
The evaluation and reporting
requirements for the systems integrity
objective contained in OMB Circular No.
A-127 may be met by f,ulfilling the
evaluation and reporting requirements
contained in Appendix HI to this
Circular and in OMB Circular No. A-123.
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Other definitions specific to the
subjects of the appendices appear in the
appendices.
7. Basic Considerations and
Assumptions:
a. The Federal Government is the
largest single producer, consumer, and
disseminator of information in the
United States. Because of the size of the
government's information activities, the
dependence of government information
activities upon the public's cooperation,
and the value of government information
to the entire Nation, the managemen t of
Federal information resources is arr
issue of continuing importance to the
public and to the government itself.
b. Government information is a
valuable national resource. It provides
citizens with knowledge of their
government, society, and economypast, present, and future; is a means to
ensure the accountability of government;
is vital to the healthy performance of the
economy; is an essential tool for
managing the government's operations;
and is itseif a commodity often with
economic value in the marketplace.
c. The free flow of information from
the government to its citizens and vice
versa is essential to a democratic
society. It is also essential that the
government minimize the Federal
paperwork burden on the public,
minimize the cost of its information
activities, the maximize the usefulness
of government information.
d. In order to minimize the cost and
maximize ti1e usefulness of government
information activities. the expected
public and private benefits derived frorri
government information, insofar as they
are calculable, should exceed the public
and private costs of the information.
e. Although certain functions are
inherently governmental in nature, being
so intimately related to the public
interest as to mandate performance by
Federal employees, the government
should look first to private sources,
where available, to provide the
commercial goods and services needed
by the government to act on the public's
behalf, particularly when cost
comparisons indicate that private
performance will be the most
economical.
f. The use of up-to-date information
technology offers opportunities to
improve the management of government
programs, and access to, and
dissemination of, government
information.
g. Because the public disclosure of
government information is essential to
the operation of a democracy, the
public's right to access to ·government
information must be protected in the

management of Federal information
resources.
h. The individual's right to privacy
must be protected in Federal
Government information activities
involving personal information.
i. The open and efficient exchange of
government scientific and technical
informati1Jn, subject to applicable
national security controls and
proprietary rights others may have insuch information, fosters excellence in
scientific research and the effective use
of Federal research and development
funds .
j. The value of preserving government
records is a function of the degree to
which preservation protects the legal
and financial rights of the government or
its citizens, and provides an official
record qf Federal agency activities for
agency management, public ..
accountabiiity, and historical purposes.
k. Feder-al Government information
resources management policies and
activities can affect, and be affected by,
the information policies and activities of
other nations.
8. Policies:
a. Information Management. Agencies
shall:
(1) Create or collect only that
informtion necessary for the proper
performance of agency functions and
that has practical utility, and only after
planning for its processing,
transmission, dissemination, use,
storage, and disposition;
(2) Seek to satisfy new information
needs through legally authorized
interagency or intergovernmental.
· sharing of information, or through
commercial sources, where appropriate,
before creating or collecting new
information;
(3) Limit the coilection of individually
indentifiable information and
proprietary information to that which is
legally authorized and necessary for the
proper performance of agency functions;
(4) Maintain and protect individually
identifiable information and proprietary
information in a manner that precludes:
(a) Unwarranted intrusion upon
persona! privacy (see Appendix I); and
(bJ Violation of confidentiality;
(5) Provide individuals with access to
and the ability to amend errors in,
·
systems of records, consistent with the
Privacy Act;
.
(6) Provide public access to
government information, consistent with
the Freedom.of Information Act;
(7) Ensure that agency personnel are
trained to safeguard information
resources;
(8) Disseminate information, as
required by law, describing agency
organization, activities, programs,
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meetings, systems of records, and other
information holdings, and how the
public may gain access to agency
information resources;
[9) Disseminate such information
products and services as are:
(a) Specifically requ_ired by law; or
(b) Necessary for the proper
performance of agency functions,
provided that the latter do net duplicate
similar products or services that are or
would otherwise be provided by other
government or private sector
organizations;
(10) Disseminate significant new, or
terminate significant existing,
information products and services oniy
after providing adequate notice to the
public;
(11) Disseminate such government
information products and services:
(a) In a m1mner that ensures that
members of the public whom the agency
has an obligation to reach have a
reasonable ability to acquire the
information;
·
(b) In the manner most cost effective
for the government, including placing
maximum feasible reliance on the
private sector for the dissemination of
the products or services in accordance
with OMB Circular No. A-76; and
(c) So as to recover costs of
disseminating the products or services
through user charges; where
appropriate, in accordance with OMB
Circular No. A-25;
(12} Establish procedures for:
(a) Reviewing periodically the
continued need for and manner of
dissemination of the agency's
information products or services; and
(b) Ensuring that government
publications are made available to
depository libraries as required by law.
b. Information Systems and
Information Technology Management.
Agencies shall:
(1} Establish multiyear strategic
planning processes for acquiring and
operating information technology that
meet program and mission needs, reflect
budget constraints, and form the bases
for their budget requests;
(2) Establish systems of management
control that document the requirements
that each major information system is
intended to serve; and provide for
periodic review of those requirements
over the life of the system in order to
determine whether the requirements
continue to exist and the system
continues to ni.eet the purposes for
which it was developed;
(3) Make the official whose program
an information system supports
responsible and accountable for the
products of that system;
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(4) Meeting information processing
nr.eds through interagency sharing and
from commercial sources, when it is cost
effective, before acquiring new
information processing capacity;
(5) Share available information
processing capacity with other agencies
to the extent practicable and legally
permissible;
(6) Acquire information technology in
a competitive manner that minimizes
total life cycle costs;
(7) Ensure that existing and planned
major information systems do not
unnecessarily duplicate information
systems available from other agencies
or from the private sector;
(8) Acquire off-the-shelf software from
commercial sources, unless the cost
effectiveness of developing custom
software ie clear and has been
documented;
(9) Acquire or develop information
systems in a manner that facilitates
necessary compatibility;
(10) Assure that information systems
operate effectively and accurately;
(11) Establish a level of security for all
agency information systems
commensurate wiTh the sensitivity of the
information and the risk and magnitude
of loss or harm that could result from
improper operation of the information
systems (See Appendix Ill);
(12) Assure that only authorized
personnel have access to information
systems;
(13) Plan to provide information
systems with reasonable continuity of
support should their normal operations
be disrupted in an emergency;
(14) Use Federal Information
Processing and Telecommunications
Standards except where it can be
demonstrated that the costs of using a
standard exceed the benefits or the
standard will impede the agency in
accomplishing its mission;
(15) Not require program ~anagers to
use specific inforination technology
facilities or services unless it is clear
and is convincingly documented, subject
to periodic; review_, that such use is the
qiost cost effective method for meeting
program requirements;
(16) Account for the full costs of
operating information technology
facilities and recover such costs from
gov~rnment .users _as provided in
Appendix II;
(17) Not prescribe Federal information
system requirements that unduly restrict
the prerogatives of heads of State and
_local government units; ·
(18) Seek opportunities to improye the
operation of government programs or to
.r~aliz,e savings for the government a·nd
the public thi;ough t~e .~pplication of up~

to-date information technology to
government information activities.
9. Assignment of Responsibilities:
a. All Federal Agencies. The head of
each agency shall:
(1) Have primary responsibility for
managing agency information resources;
(2] Ensure that the information
policies, principles, standards,
guidelines, rules, and regulations
prescribed by Otvm are implemented
appropriately within the agency;
(3) Develop internal agency
information policies and procedures and
oversee, evaluate, and otherwise
periodically review agency information
resources management activities for
conformity with the policies set forth in
this Circular;
· (4) Develop agency policies and
procedures that provide for timely
acquisition of required information
technology;
(5) Maintain an inventory of the
agencies' major information systems
and information dissemination
programs;
(6) Create, maintain, and dispose of a
record of agency activities in
accordance with the Federal Records
Act of 1950, as amended;
(7) Identify to the Director, OMB
statutory, regulatory, and other
impediments to efficient management of
Federal information resources and
recommend to the Director legislation,
policies, procedures, and other guidance
to improve such management;
(8) Assist OMB in the performance of
its functions under the Paperwork
Reduction Act, including making
services, personnel, and facilities
available to OMB for this purpose to the
extent practicable;
(9] Appoint a senior official, as
required by 44 U.S.C. 3506(b), who shall
report directly to the agency head, to
carry out the responsibilities of the
agency under the Paperwork Reduction
Act. The head of the agency shall keep
the Director, OMB, advised as to the
riame, title. authority, responsibilities.
and organizational resources of the
senior official. For purposes of this
paragraph military departments and the
Office of the Secretary ,of Defense may .
each appoint one official.
b. Department of State. The Secretary
of State shall:
(1) Advise the Director, OMB, on the
development of United States positions
and policies on internatiQnal
·
information policy issues affecting
Federal Government information.
activities and ensure that such positions
and policies are consistent with Feµeral
information resourqe1, management
policy;
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(2) Ensure, in consultation with the
Secretary of Commerce, that the United
States is represented in the developme!1t
of international information technology
standards, and advise the Director,
OMB, of such activities.
c. Department of Commerce. The
Secretary of Commerce shall:
(1) Develop and issue Federal
Information Processing Standards and
guidelines necessary to ensure the
efficient and effective acquisition,
management, security, and use of
information technology;
(2) Advise the Director,OMB, on the
development of policies relating to the
prQcurement and management of
Federal telecommunications resources;
(3) Provide OMB and the agencies
with scientific and technical advisorv
services relating to the development ·and
use of information technology;
(4) Conduct studies and evaluations
concerning telecommunications
technology, and concerning the
improvement, expansion, testing,
operation, and use of Federal
telecommunications systems and advise
the Director, OMB, and appropriate
agencies of the recommendations that
result from such studies;
(5) Develop, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Director,
O~IB. plans, policies, and programs
relating to international
telecommunications issues affecting
government information activities;
(6) Identify needs for standardization
of telecommunications and information
processing technology, and develop
standards, in consultation with the
Se~retary of Defense and the
Administrator of General Servcies, to
ensure efficient application of such
technology;
(7) Ensure that the Federal
Government is represented in the
development of national and, in
consultation with the Secretary of State,
international information technology
standards, and advise the Director,
OMB, of such activities.
d. Department of Defense. The
Secretary of Defense shall develop, in
consultation with the Administrator of
General Services, uniform Federal .
telecommunications standards and
guidelines to ensure national security,
emergency preparedness, and continuity
of government.
e. General Services Administration.
The Administrator of General Services
shall:
(1) Advise the Director, OMB,. and
agency heJ:1ds on matters affecting the
procurement of information technology;
(2) Coordinate and, when required,
provide for the purchase; lease, and
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maintenance of information technology
required by Federal agencies;
(3) Develop criteria for timely
procurement of information tedmology
and delegate procurement authority to
agencies that comply with the criteria;
(4) Provide guidelines and regulations
for Federal agencies, as authorized by
11:tw, on the acquisition, maintenance,
nnd disposition of information
technology;
(5) Develop policies and guidelines
that facilitate the sharing of information
technology among agencies as requried
by this Circular;
(6) Review agencies' information
resources management activities to meet
the objectives of the triennial reviews
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act and report the results to the
Director, OMB;
(7) Manage the Automatic Data
Processing Fund and the Federal
Telecommunications Fund in
accordance with the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act. as
amended;
(8) Establish procedures for approval,
implementation. and dissemination of
Federal telecommunications standards
and guidelines and for implementation
of Federal Information Processing
Standards.
f. Office of Personnel Management.
The Director, Office of Personnel
Management, shall:
[1) Develop and conduct training
programs for Federal personnel on
information resources management.
including end user computing;
(2) Evaluate periodically future
personnel management and staffing
requirements for Federal information
resources management;
(3) Establish personnel security
policies and develop training programs
for Federal personnel associated with
the disgn, operation, or maintenance of
informatian systems.
g. National Archives and Records
Administration. The Archivist of the
United States shall:
(1) Administer the Federal records
management program in accordance
with the National Archives and Records
Act:
(2) Assist the Director, OMB, in
developing standards and guidelines
relaiing to the records management
program.
h. Office of Management and Budget.
The Director of the Office of
Management and Budget shaU:
(1) Provide overall leadership and
coordination of Federal information
resources management within the
executive branch;
(2) Serve as the President's principal
adviser on procurement and

mumtgement of Federal
telecommunications systems, and
develop and establish policies for
procurement and management of such
systems;
.
(3) Issue policies, procedures, and
guidelines to assist agencies in
achieving integrated, effective, and
efficient information resources
management;
,
(4)Initiate and review proposals for
changes in legislation, regulations, and
agency procedures to improve Federal
information resources management;
(5) Review and approve or disapprove
agency proposals for collection of
information from the public, as defined
in 5 CFR 1320.7;
(6) Develop and publish annually, in
consultation with the Administrator of
General Services, a five-year plan for
meeting the information technology
needs of the Federal government;
(7] Evaluate agencies' information
resources management and identify
cross-cutting information policy issues
through the review of agency
information programs, information
collection budgets, information
technology .acquisition plans, fiscal
budgets, and by other means;
(8) Provide policy oversight for the
Federal records management function
conducted by the National Archives and
Records Administration and coordinate
records management policies and
programs with other information
activities;
(9) Review, with the advice and
assistance of the Administrator of
General Services, selected agencies'
information resources management
activities to meet the objectives of the
triennial reviews required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act;
(10) Review agencies' policies,
practices, and programs pertaining to
the security, protection, sharing, and
disclosure of information, in order to
ensure compliance with the Privacy Act
and related statutes;
(11) Resolve information technology
procurement disputes between agencies
and the General Services
Administration pursuant to Se~tion 111
of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act;
(12) Review proposed U.S.
government position and policy
statements on international issues
affecting Federal Government
information activities and advise the
Secretary of State as to their
consistency with Federal information
resources management policy.
10. Oversight. the Director, OMB, will
use information technology planning
reviews, fiscal budget reviews,
information collection budget reviews,

nrnnagement reviews, GSA reviews of
agency information resources
management activities, and such other
measures as he deems necessary to
evaluate the adequacy and efficiency of
each agency's information resources
management and compliance with this
Circular.
11. Effective Date. This Circular is
effective upon publication (December
12, 1985).
12. Inquiries. All questions or
inquiries should be addressed to Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget.
Washington, D.C. 20503. Telephone:
(202) 395-3287.
13. Sunset Review Date. This Circular
shall have an independent policy review
to ascertain. its effectiveness three years
from the date of issuance.
James C. Miller III,
Director.
Appendix I: Federal Agency Responsibilities
for Maintaining Records about
Individuals
Appendix II: Cost Accounting, Cost Recovery.
and Interagency Sharing of Information
Technology Facilities
Appendix III: Security of Federal Automated
Information Systems
Appendix IV: Analysis of Key Sections
Darrell A. Johnson,
Assistant Director for Administration.

Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A130-Federal Agency Responsibilities
for Maintaining Records About
Individuals
1. Purpose and Scope.
This Appendix describes agency
responsibilities for implementing the
Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a as
amended (hereinafter 0 the Act"). It
applies to all agencies subject to the
Act. The Appendix constitutes a
revision to procedures formerly
contained in OMB Circular No. A..:.108,
now rescinded. Note that this Appendix
does not rescind other guidance OMB
has issued to help agencies Interpret the
Privacy Act's provisions, e.g., Privacy
Act Guidelines (40 FR 28949-28978, July
9, 1975), or Guidance for Conducting
Matching Programs (47 FR 21656-21658,
May 19, 1982).
2. Definitions.
a. The terms "agency," "individual."
"maintain," "record," ''.system of
records," and "routine use," as used in
this Appendix, are defined in the Act (5
U.S.C. 552a(a)). The definition of
"agency" in the Act differs somewhat
from the definition in the Circular.
b. The term "minor change to a system
of records" means a change that does
not significantly change the system; that
is, does not affect the character or
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purpose of the system and does not
affect the ability of an individual to gain
access to his or her record or to any
information pertaining to him or her
which is contained in the system; e.g.,
changing the title of the system
manager.
3. Assignment of Responsibilities.

a. All Federal Agencies. In addition to
meeting the agency requirements
contained in the Act, and the specific
reporting requirements detailed in this
Appendix, the head of each agency shall
ensure that the following reviews are
conducted as often as specified below,
and be prepared to report to the
Director, OMB. the results of such
rP.views and the corrective action taken
to resolve problems uncovered. The
head of each agency shall:
(1) Section (m) Contracts. Review
every two years a random sample of
agency contracts that provide for the
maintenance of a system of records on
behalf of the agency to accomplish an
agency function, in order to ensure that
the wording of each contract makes the
provisions of the Act apply. (5 tJ.S.C.
552a(m)(1))
(2) Recordkeeping Practices. Review
annually agency recordkeeping and .
disposal policies and practices in order
to assure compliance with the Act.
(3) Routine Use Disclosures. Review
every three years the routine use
disclosures associated with each system
ofrecords in order to ensure that the
recipient's use of such records continues
to be compatible with the purpose for
which the disclosing agency originally
collected the information. The first such
review should commence immediately
upon the issuance of this Appendix.
(4} Exemption of Systems of Records..

Review every three years each system
of records for which the agency has
promulgated exemption rules pursuant
to Section (j) or (k) of.the Privacy Act in
order to determine whether such
exemption is still needed.
(5) Matching Programs. Review
annually each ongoing matching
program in which the agency has
participated during the year, either as a
source or as a matching agency, in order
to ensure that the requirements of the
Act, the OMB Matching Guidelines, and
the OMB Model Control System and
Checklist have been met.
(6) Privacy Act Training. Review
annually agency training practices in
order to ensure that all agency
personnel are familiar with the
requirements of the Act, with the
.agepcy's implementing regulation, and
with any special requirements th~t their
specific jobs entail.
(7} Violations. Review annually the
actions of agency personnel that have

resulted either in the agency being found
civilly liable under Section (g) of the
Act, or an employee being found
criminally liable under the provisions of
Section (i) of the Act, in order to
determine the extent of the problem and
to find the most effective way to prevent
recurrences of the problem.
(8)

Systems of Records Notices.

Review annually each system of records
notice to ensure that it accurately
describes the system. Where minor
changes are needed, ensure that an
amended notice is published in the
Federal Register. Agencies may choose
to make one annual comprehensive
publication consolidating such minor
changes. This requirement is
distinguished-from and in addition to the
requirement to report to OMB and the
Congress major changes to systems of
records and to publish those changes in
the Federal Register (see paragraph 4b
of this Appendix).
b. Department of Commerce. The
Secretary of Commerce shall, consistent
with guidelines issued by the Director,
OMB, develop and issue standards and
guidelines for assuring the security of
information protected by the Privacy
Act in automated information systems.
c. General Services Administration.
The Administrator of General Services
shall, consistent with guidelines issued
by the Director, OMB, issue instructions
on what agencies must do in order to
comply with the requirements of Section
(m) of the Act when contracting for the
operation of a system of records to
accomplish an agency purpose.
d. Office of Personnel Management.
The Director of the Office of Personnel
Management shall, consistent with
guidelines issued by the Director, OMB:
(1) Develop and maintain governmentwide standards and procedures for
civilian personnel information
processing and recordkeeping directives
to assure conformance with the Act.
(2) Develop and conduct training
programs for agency personnel,
including both the conduct of coun,~s in
various substantive areas (e.g., legal,
administrative, information technology)
and the development of materials that
agencies can use in their own courses. ·
The assignment of this responsibility to
OPM does not affect the responsibility
of individual agency heads for
developing and conducting training·
programs tailored to the specific needs
of their own personnel. .
e. National Archives and Records
Administration. The Archivist of the
United States shall, consistent with
guidelines issued. by the Director, OMB:
(1} Issue instructions on the format of
the Agency notices and rules required to
be published under the Act.
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(2) Compile and publish annually the
rules promulgated under 5 U.S.C. 552a(f)
and agency notices published under 5
U.S.C. 552a(e)(4) in a form available to
the public.
(3} Issue procedures governing the
transfer or records to Federal Records
Centers for storage, processing, and
servicing pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 3103. For
purposes of the Act, such records are
considered to be maintained by the
agency that deposited them. The
Archivist may disclose deposited
records only according to the access
rules established by the agency that
deposited them.
f. Office of Management and Budget.
The Director of the Office of
Management and Budget will:
(1) Issue guidelines and directives to
the agencies to implement the Act.
(2) Assist the agencies, at their
reque.st, in implementing their Privacy
Act programs.
(3) Review the new and altered
system reports agencies submit pursuant
to Section (o) of the Act.
(4) Compile the annual report of the
President to the Congress in accordance
with Section (p) of the Act.
4. Reporting Requirements.

a. Privacy Act Annual Reports. To
provide the necessary information for
the annual report of the President,
agencies shall submit a Privacy Act
Annual Report to the Director, OMB,
covering their Privacy Act activities for
the calendar year. The exact format and
timing of the report will be established
by the Director, OMB. (5 U.S.C. 552a(p)J;
but, agencies should, at a minimum
collect, and be prepared to report the
following data on a calendar year basis:
(1) Total number of active systems of
records and changes to that population
during the year, e.g., publications of new
systems, additions and deletions of
routine uses, exemptions, automation of
record systems.
(2) Public comments received on
agency publications and implementation
activities.
(3) Number of requests from
individuals for access to records about
themselv~s in systems of records that

cited the Privacy Act in support of their
requests.
(4) Number granted in whole or part,
denied in whole, and for which no
record was found
(5) Number of amendment requests
from individuals to amend records about
them in systems of.records that cited the

Privacy Act jn support of their requests.
(6) Number granted in whple or part,
denied in whole, and for which no
record was found.
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(7) Number of appeals of access and
amendment denials and the results of
such appeals.
(8) Number of instances in which
individuals litigated the results of
appeals of access or amendment, and
the results of such litigation.
(9) Number and description of
matching programs participated in either
as source or matching agency.
b. New and Altered System Reports.
The Act requires agencies to publish
notices in the Federal Register
describing new or altered systems of
records. and to submit reports on these
systems to the Director. OMB. and to the
Congress.
(1) Altered System of Records. Minor
changes to systems of records need not
be reported. For example, a change in
the designation of the system manager
due to a reorganization would not
require a report, so long as an
individual's ability to gain access to his
or her records is not affected. Other
examples include changing applicable
safeguards as a result of a risk analysis,
deleting a routine use when there is no
longer a need for the au~horized
disclosure. These examples are not
intended to be all-inclusive.
The following changes are those for
which a report is required:
(a) An increase or change in the
number or types of individuals on whom
rerords are maintained. For example, a·
decision to expand a system that
originally covered only residents of
public housing in major cities to cover
such residents nationwide would require
a report. Increases attributable to
normal growth should not be reported.
(b) A change that expands the types
or categories of information maintained.
For example, a personnel file that has
been expanded to include medical
records would require a report.
(c) A change that alters the purpose
for which the information is·used.
(d) A change to equipment
configuration (either hardware or
software) that creates substantially
greater access to the records in the
system. For example, locating
interactive terminals at regional offices
for accessing a system formerly
accessible only at the headquarters
would require a report.
(e) The addition of an exemption
(pursuant to Section (j) or (k) of the Act).
Note that, in submitting a rulemaking for
an exemption as part of a report of a
new or altered system, agencies will
meet the reporting requirements of
Executive Order No. 12291 and need not
make a separate submission under that
order:
When an agency makes a change to
an information technology installation,

telecommunication network, or any
other general changes in information
collection, processing. dissemination. or
storage that affect multiple systems of
records, it may submit a single
consolidated new or altered system
report, with changes to existing notices
and supporting documentation included
in the submission.
(2) Contents of the RepoJ.t. The report
for a new or altered system has three
elements: a transmittal letter. a
narrative statement, and supporting
documentation that includes a copy of
the proposed Federal Register notice.
There is no prescribed format for either
the letter or the narrative statement. The
notice must appear in the format
prescribed by the Office of the Federal
Register's Document Drafting
Handbook.
(a) Transmittal Letter. The transmittal
letter shoud be signed by the senior
agency official responsible for
implementation of the Act within the
agency and should contain the name
and telephone number of the individual
who can best answer questions about
the system. The letter should contain the
agency's assurance that the proposed
system does not duplicate any existing
agency systems. It should also state that
a copy of the report has been distributed
to the Speaker of the House and the
President of the Senate as the Act
requires. The letter may also include
requests for waiver of the reporting time
period.
(b) Narrative Statement. The
narrative statement should be brief. It
should make reference. as appropriate,
to information in the supporting
documentation rather than restating
such information. The statement should:
(1) Describe the purpose fo.r which the
agency is establishing the system of
records.
(2) Identify the authority under which
the system is maintained. The agency
should avoid citing housekeeping
statutes, but rather cite the underlying
programmatic authority for collecting.
maintaining, and using the information.
When the system is being operated to
support an agency housekeeping
program. e.g., a carpool locator. the
agency may, however, cite a general
housekeeping statute that authorizes the
agency head to keep such records as are
necessary ..
{3) Provide the agency's evaluation of
the probable or potential effects of
the proposal on the privacy of
individuals.
(4) Describe the relationship of the
proposal, .if any, to the other branches of
the Federal Government and to State
and local governments.

(5) Provide a brief description of the
steps taken by the agency to minimize
the risk of unauthorized access to the
svstem of records. A more detailed
a·ssessment of the risks and specific
administrative, technical. procedural.
and physical safeguards established
shall be made available to OMB upon
request.
(6) Explain how each proposed routine
use satisfies the compatibility
·
requirement of subsection (a)(7} of the
Act. For altered systems. this
requirement pertains only to any newly
proposed routine uses.
(7) Provide OMB control numbers.
expiration dates. and titles of any O~m
approved information collection
requirements contained in the system of
records. If the request for OMD
clearance of an information collection is
pending, the agency may simply state
the title of the collection and the date it
was submitted for OMB clearance.
(c) Supporting Documentation. Attach
the following to all new or altered
system reports:
(1) An advance copy of the new or
altered system notice (consistent with
the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(4)) that
the agency proposes to publish for the
new or ultered system. For proposed
altered systems the documentation
should be in the same form as the
agency proposes to publish in the public
notice.
(2) An advance copy of any new rules
or changes to published rules (consistent
with the provision of 5 U.S.C. 552a (f);
(j), and (kl) that the agency proposes to
issue for the new or altered system. If no
changes to existing rules are required,
the agency shall so state in the narrative
portion of the report. Proposed changes
to existing rules shall be provided in the
same form as the agency proposes to
publish for formal notice and comment.
(3) Timing and Distribution for
Submitting New and Altered System
Reports. Submit reports on new and
altered systems of records not later than
60 days prior to establishment of a new
system or the implementation of an
altered system (5 U.S.C. 552a(o)). Submit
three copies of each report to:
President of the Senate, Washington.
D.C. 20510
Speaker of the House of
Represeptatives, Washington, D.C.
20515
Administrator, Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs. Office of
Management and Budget, Washington.
D.C. 20503.
Agencies may assume that OMB
concurs in Privacy Act aspects of their
proposal if OMB has not commented
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within 60 days from the date the
transmittal letter was signed. Agencies
may publish system and routine use
notices as well as exemption rules in the
Federal Register at the same lime that
they send the new or altered system
repiJrt to OMB and the Congress. The 60day period for OMB and Congressional
review and the 30-day notice and
comment period for routine uses and
exemptions will then run concurrently.
(4) Waivers of Report Time Period.
The Director, OMB, may grant a waiver
of the 60-day period if the agency asks
for the waiver and can demonstrate
compelling reasons. Agencies may
assume that OMB concurs in their
request if OMB has not commented
within 30 days of the date the
transmittal letter was signed. When a
waiver is granted, the agency is not
thereby reiieved of any other
responsibility or liability under the Act.
Note that OMB cannot waive time
periods specifically established by the
Act. Agencies will still have to meet the
statutory notice and comment periods
required for establishing a routine use or
claiming an exemption.
Appendix II to OMB Circular No. A130-Cost Accounting, Cost Recovery,
and lnteragency Sharing of Information
Technology Facilities
1. Purpose.
This Appendix establishes procedures
for cost accounting, cost recovery, and
interagem:y shating of Federal
information tet:hnology facilities. The
Appendix revises procedures formerly
contained in OMB Circular No. A-121,
now rescinded.
2. Applicability.
This Appendix applies to all
information techm>logy facilities that are
operated by oron behalf of a Federal ·
agency; provide information technology
service to more than one user; operate
one or more g.e neral management
computers; and have obligations in
excess of$3 million per year.
3. Definitions.
.
a. The term "information technology
facility" means an organizationally
defined set of personnel, hardware,
software, and physical facilities, a
primary function of which is the
operation of information technology. An
information technology facility includes:
(1) The personnel who operate
computers or telecommunications .
systems; develop or maintain software;
provide user liaison and.training;
schedule comp&ters, prepare and control
input data; control. reproduce, and
distribute output data~ maintai.11 tape
and disk !Jhrari.e s; provide: seeurity,
maintenance, and custo(fiat .services;
and directly manage or provide direct
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administrative support to personnel
engaged in these activities.
(2) The owned or leased computer and
telecommunications hardware, including
central processing units; associated
peripheral equipment such as disk
drives, tape drives, drum storage,
printers, card readers, and consoles;
data entry equipment; data
reproduction, decollation, booking, and
binding equipment; telecommunications
equipment including control units,
terminals, modems, and dedicated
telephone and satellite links provided by
the facility to enable data transfer and
access to users. Hardware acquired and
maintained by users of the facility is
excluded.
(3) The software, including operating
system software, utilities, sorts,
language processors, access methods.
data base processors, and other similar
multi-user software required by the
facility for support of the facility and/or
for general use1 by users of the facility.
All software acquired or maintained by
users of the facility is excluded. ·
(4) The physical facilities, including
computer rooms; tape and disk libraries;
stockrooms and warehouse space; office
space; physical fixtures.
b. The term ''full costs" means all
significant expenses incurred in the
operation of an information technology
facility. The following elements are
included:
(1) Personnel, including salaries,
overtime, and fringe benefits of civilian
and military personnel; trainin~ and
travel.
(2) Equipment, including depreciation
for owned, capitalized equipment;
equipment rental or lease; and direct
expenses for noncapitalized equipment.
(3) Software, including depreciation
for capitalized costs of developing,
converting, or acquiring software; rental
of for software; and direct expenses for
noncapitalized acquisition of software.
(4) Supplies, including office supplie~
data processing materials; and
miscellaneous expenses.
(5) Contracted services, including
technical and consulting services;
equipment maintenance; data entry
support; operations support; facilities
management; maintenance of software;
and telecommunications network
services.
(6} Space occupancy, including rental
and lease of buildings, general office
furniture, and equipment; building
maintenance; heating, air conditioning
and other utilities; telephone services;
power ~nditioning and distri:Oution ·
equipment and alternate power sources;
and building security and custodial
services..
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(7) Intra-agency services, including
normal agency support services that are
paid by the installation.
(8) Interagency services, including
services provided by other agencies and
departments that are paid by the
ins ta Ila tion.
c. The term "user" means an
organizational or programmatic entity
that receives service from an
information technology facility. A user
may be either internal or external to the
agency organization responsible for the ·
facility, but normally does not report
either to the manager or director of the
facility or to the same immediate
supervisor.
d. The term "general management
computer" means a digital computer that
is used for any purpose other than as a
part of a process control system, space
system, mobile system, or a system
meeting one of the exclusions identified
in the Department of Defense
Authorization Act of 1982.
4. Accounting and Reimbursement for
Sharing of Information Technology
Facilities.
a. Interagency Sharing. Agencies
shall:
(1) Share their information technology
facilities with users from other agencies
to the maximum extent feasible;
(2) Document sharing arrangements,
where the total annual reimbursement
exceeds $500,000, with individual
writt!ln agreements that identify:
(a) Services available for sharing;
(b) Service priority procedures and
terms (e.g., quality performance
standards) to be provided to each user;
(c) Prices to be charged for providing
services;
(d) Reimbursement arrangements for
services provided; and
(e) Arrangements for terminating the
sharing agreement;
(3) Provide standard terms and
conditions to users obtaining similar
services insofar as possible;
(4) Include such sharing arrangements,.
when fully documented and part of a
formal sharing program, in justifications
to OMB for resource requests (see OMB
Circular No. A-11, revised) and
allocations. Direct funding by a shared
facility should be requested.only where
exceptional circumstances preclude· the
user agency from using alternative
sources. b. Cost Accounting. Agencies shall
account for the full cost of the operation
of information technology facilities.
c. UserCostDistributionSystem.
Agencies shall implement a system to
distribute the full cost of providing
services to an users. That system will:
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(1) Be consistent with guidance
provided in the Federal Information
Processing Standards Publication No. 96,
"Guidelines for Developing and
Implementing a Charging System for
Data Processing Services" (National
Bureau of Standards, Department of
Commerce, 1982).
(2) Price each service provided by the
facility to the users of that service on an
equitable basis commensurate with the
amount of resources required to provide
that service and the priority of service
provided. The price of individual
transactions may be estimated provided
that they are periodically reconciled to
assure that the full costs of operations
are equitably distributed among all
users.
(3) Directly distribute to the recipient
of the services the full costs of dedicated
services, including applications
developed and maintained; software
unique to a single application; and
telecommunications equipment,
including control units, terminals,
modems, and dedicated telephone ·or
satellite links provided by the facility to
enable data transfer and computPr
access to users.
d. Cost Recovery. Consistent with
statutory authority, agencies shall:
[l} Submit periodic statements to all
users of agency information technology
facilities specifying the costs of services
provided;
(2) Recover full costs from Federal
users of the facility; and
(3) RBcover costs from nonfederal
users of the facilities consistent with ·
OMB Circular No. A-25.
· e. Accounting for Reimbursements
Received. Agencies shall:
(1) Include resource requests for the
amount of planned information
technology use in user budget and
appropriation .requests;
(2) Assure that shared .facilities
reduce budget and appropriation
.requests by the amount of planned
reimbursements from users;
(3) Prepare, at the close of each fiscal
year, a report tha·t documents in the
agency's official records the full past
year cost of operating information
technology facilities that recover more
than $500,000 per year from sharing
reimbursements; and
(4) Use the portion of reimbursements
arising from equipment and software
depreciation for the replacement of
equipment and software capital assets,
provided such usage is included in the
agency's budget.
.
5. Selection of lnfor:mation
Technology Facilities To Support New
Applications.
In selecting information technology
facilities to support new applications,

agencies shall establish a management
control procedure for determining which
facility will be used to support each
significant application. This procedure
shall ensure that:
[a) All alternative facilities are
considered, including other Federal
agency and nonfederal facilities and
services;
[b) Agency rules do not require that
priority be given to the use of in-house
facilities; and
[c) The user of the application has
primary responsibility for selecting the
facility.
6. Assignment of Responsibilities.
a. All Federal Agencies. The head of
each agency shall:
(1) Establish policies and procedures
and assign responsibilities to implement
the requirements of this Appendix; and
(2) Ensure that contracts awarded for
the operation of information technology
facilities include provisions for
compliance with the requirements of this
·
Appendix.
b. General Services Administration.
The Administration of General Services
shall:
(1) Ensure that information technology
facilities designated as Federal Data
Processing Centers comply with the
procedures established by this
Appendix; ·
(2) Ensure that provisions consistent
with this Appendix are included in
contracts for the operation of
information technology facilities when
acquiring services on behalf of an
agency:
7. Iinplementation Requirements.
Agencies shall implement the ·
provisions of this Appendix· effective at
the beginning of fiscal year 1987.
Appendix Ill to OMB Circular No. A130-Security of Federal Automated
Information Systems
1.Purpose.
This Appendix establishes a minimum
set of controls to be includ&d in Federal
automated information systems security
programs; assigns responsibilities for
the security of agency automated
information systems; and clarifies the
relationship between such agency
security programs and internal control
systems established in accordance.with
OMB Circular No. A-123, Internal
Control Systems. The Appendix revis~s
procedures formerly contained in
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to OMB
Circular No. A-7i, n·ow rescinded, and
incorporates responsibiHties from .
applicable n_ational security ~irectives.
2. Definitions.
a. The term "automated information
system" means an information system

[defined in Section 6d of the Circular)
that is automated.
b. The term "information technology
installation" means one or more
computer or office automation systems
including related telecommunications,
peripheral and storage units, central
processing units, and operating and
support system software. Information
technology installations may range from
information technology facilities such as
large centralized computer centers to
individual stand-alone microprocessors
such as personal computers.
c. The term "sensitive data" means
data that require protection due to the
risk and magnitude of loss or harm that
could result from inadvertent or
·
deliberate'disclosure, alteration, or
destruction of the data. The term
includes data· whose improper use or
disclosm:e could adversely affect the
ability of an agency to accomplish its
mission, proprietary data, records about
individuals requiring protection under
the Privacy Act, and data not releasable
under the Freedom oflnformation Act. .
d. The term "sensitive application"
means an application of informatic:in
technology that requires protection
because it processes sensitive data, or
because .of the risk and magnitude· of
loss or harm that could result from
improper operation or deliberate
manipulation of the application.
e. The term "security specifications"
means a detailed descriptipn of the
safeguards required to protect a
sensit_ive application.
3. AutQmated In.formation Systems
Security Programs.
· Agencies shall assure .an adequate
level of sec\lrity for all agency
automated information systems,
whether maintained in-house or
commercially ..Specifically, agencies
shall:
-Assure that automated information
systems operate effectively and
accurately;
-Assure that there are appropriate
technical, personnel, administrative,
environmental, and
telecommunications safeguards in
automated information systems: and
-Assure the continuity of operation of
autpmated information systems that
support critical agency functions.
Agencies shall implement and
maintain an automated information
systems.security program, including the
preparation of policies,_s_tandards, and
procedures. This program will be
consistent ~ith government-wide
policies, procedures, and standards,
issued by the Office of Management and
Budget, the Department_of Commerce,
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the Department of Defense, the General
Services Administration, and the Office
·
of Personnel Management. Agency
programs shall incorporate additional
requirements for securing national
security information in accordance with
apprnpriat.e national security directives. ·
Agency programs shall, at a minimum,
include four primary elements:
ar)plications security, personnel
security. information technology
ii;wtalia!ion security, and security
u.w areness and training.
a. Applications Security.
(1) Management Control Process and
Sensitivity Evaluatio.n. Agencies shall
establish a management control process
to assure that appropriate
administrative, physical. and technical
safeguards are incorporated into all new
applications, and into significant
modiJica lions to existing .applications.
Manaqenwnt officials who are the
pdme.ry users of applications ~hould
evaluate the senshhri.ty of rtew or
existing applications being substantially
modified. For those applications
considered sensitive, the management
control process shall, at. a minimum,
include security specifications and
design reviews and systems tests,
' (a) Security Specifications. Agencies
, shall define and approve s'e'curity ·· .
requirements and specifications prior to
acquiring or starting forijial . . . . . .
development of the applic~tiorts. The
results ofrisk analyses performed at the
information technology installation
where the applications Willbe.
processed should be taken in.to account
when defining and approving security '
specifications for the applications. Other
vulnerabilities of the applications; such
as in telecommunications links, shall
also be considered in defining Security
·
requirements. The views and'
recommendations of the information
technology user organization, the ·
information technology installation, and
the individual responsible for security at
the installation shall he considered prior
to-the approval of security specifications
· for the applications.
•(b} Design Reviews cilid System Tests.
Agencies shall conduct.and approve
design reviews and system tests, prior t_o
placing the application into operation, to
assure the propcis_ed design meets the
approved security specifications. The
objective of the system tests should be·
to verify that required administrative,
technical. and physical safeguards are
operationally adequate. The results of
the design reviews and systems tests .
shall be fully documented and
maintained in the Official agency
records.
(.ci) Certifir;atfon. Upon comph:tion of'
the syste~ tests. an agency.official shall

certify that the system meets all
applicable Federal policies, regulations,
and standards, and that the results of
the tests demonstrate that the installed
security safeguards are adequate for the
application.
(2) Periodic Review and
Recertification. Agencies shall conduct
periodic audits or reviews of sensitive
applications and recertify the adequacy
of security safeguards. Audits or
reviews shall evaluate the adequacy of
implemented safeguards, ass.ure they are
functioning pi;operly, identify
vulnerabilities that could heighten .
threats to sensitive data or valuable
.
resources, and assist with the
implementation of new safeguards .
where required. They are Intended to
provide a basis for recertification,ot the
security of the application.
Recertification shall be fully .
documented and maintained in the
official agency records. Audits or
reviews and recertifications sl:iall be
performed at least every three years.
They should be considered as part of
agency vulnerability asse!li:,ments and
internal control reviews conducted in
accordance with OMB Circular No. A,,...
123.Security or other control
weaknesses identified shall ini:;luded i11
the annual internal control assurance
ieUer and report required bfCircular .
No.A-123.
.
· (.3) ContingeiioyPlaIJS; Agerides shall
establi5,h policies and assigri
responsibilities to assure that
appropriate contingency plans are
developed and main!ained by end users.
cifinformation Jechnqlogy applications.·
'rhe intent of such plans is to assure that
us.ers can continue to perform essential
functions in the event their information
technology support is interrupted. Su.c h .
plans should be consistent with disastet
recovery and .continuity of operations
plans maintained by the installation at
which the application is processed.
b. Personnel Security. Agencies shall·
establish and Jl!ailage personnel SeG,urity
policies and procedures to assure.an · ·
adequate' level of security for Federal
automated information systems. Such
polides and procedures sha:tl include
requirements for screening all
individuals participating in the design,
development, operation, or II1ainteriance
of sensitive applications as well as
those having access to sensHive data.
The level of screening required by these
policies should vary from mini!Ilal
checks to full background investigations,
depending upon the sensitivity of the
information to be handled !ind the risk
.and magnitude of loss or harm that
could be caused by the iridivid1.1al.
Th!;lse policies shall be established for
ho.th Federal and contractor personnel.

Personnel security policies for Federal
employees shall be consistent with
policies issued by the Office of
Personnel Management.
c. Information Technology
.
Installation Security. Agencies shall
assure that an appropriate level of
security is maintained at all information
technology' installations operated by or
on behalf of the Federal Government
(e.g., government-owned, contractoroperated installations).
· (1) Assigning Responsibility. Agencies ·
shall assign.responsibility for the
security, of each installation to a
management .official knowledgeable in
information technology and security
matters.
·, ·{2) Periodic Risk Analysis. Agencies.
shall establish and maintain a program
for the conduct of periodic risk analyses
at each installation to ensure that
appropriate, cost effective safeguards
are incorporated into existing and new
installations.T~e '.objective of a risk
analysis •is to provide a measure of the
relative vulnerabilities and threats to an
installation so that security resources
can be·effectively distributed to
minimize potential loss. Risk analyses
may vacyfromaninformal review of a
rti.icrocomputer installation to a formal,
fullycquantified risk analysis;of a large
scale computer system. The results· of
these.analyses should be docl,imented ,
and taken into consideration by .
m;magem!;lnt officials when certifying
sensitive 1;1.pplications processed at the
installation'. Such analyses should also
be copsulted during the evaluation of
general contrpls over the management of
information technology installations
conducted in accordance with OMB
Circular No. A-123; A risk analysis shall
be performed:
(a) Prior to the approval of design
specifications for installations;
(b) .Whenever a significant change
occurs to the i,nstallations (e.g., adding a
local·area network; phal)ging frombatt:h
to onHne processing;, adding dial-up
capability). Agency criteria for defining
significant change shall be
commensurate with the sensitivity of the
data processed by the installation.
(c)At periodic intervals established
by the agency commensurate with the
sensitivity of the data processed, but not
to exceed e".ery fiye years ifno risk
analysis have been performed during
that period:
(3) Disastet and Continuity Plan.
Agencies Shall maintain disaster .
recovery and continuity of operations
plans for allinfortnaUon technology
installations. The <)bjective of these
plans. should be to provide reasonable
continuity of data processing support
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should events occur that prevent normal
operations at the installation. For large
installations and installations that
support essential agency functions, the
plans should 'be fully documented and.
operationally tested periodically. at a
frequency commensurate with the risk
and magnitude of loss. or hann that
could result from disruption of
information technology support.
(4) Acquistion Specifications.

Agencies shall assure that appropriate
technical, administrative, physical, and
personnel security requirements are
included in specifications for the
acquisition or operation of information
technology installations, equipment,
software, .and related services, whether
procured by the agency or by GSA.
These security requirements shall be
reviewed and approved by the
management official responsible for
security at th~ installation making the
acquisition.
d. Security Awareness and Training ·
· Programs. Agencies shall establish a
security awareness and training
program to assure that agency and
contractor personnel involved in the
management, operatiori, programming,
maintenance, or use of information
technology are aware of their security
responsibilities and know how to fulfill
them. Users ofinformation technology
systems should be apprised of the
vulnerabilities of such systems and
trained in techniques to enhanrP.
security.
4. Assignment of Responsibilities.

a. Department of Commerce. The
Secretary of Commerce shall:
(1) Develop and issue standards and
guidelines for assuring the security of
Federal automated information systems;
{2) Establish standards, approved in
accordance with applicable national
security directives, for systems used to
process sensitive information the loss of
which could adversely affect the
national security interest; and
(3) Provide technical assistance to
Federal agencies in implementing
Department of Commerce standards and
guidelines.
b. Department of Defense. The
Secretary of Defense shall:
(1) Act, in accordance with applicable
national security directives, as .
executive agent of the government for
the security of telecommunications and
automated information systems that
process information the loss of which
could adversely affect the national
security interest and .. . .. . .
.
(2} Provide technical niaterial and
ass'istari.ce ot Federal ~genc;ies
concerning security of Federal .·
telecommunications and automated
information syst~ms.

c. General Services Administration.
The Administrator of General Services
shall:
(1) Issue policies and regulations for
the physical and environmental security
of computer rooms in Federal buildings
consistent with standards issued by the
Department of Commerce and the
Department of Defense.
(2) Assure, that agency procurement
requests for computers, software,
telecommunications services, and
related services include security
requirements. Delegations of
procurement authority to agencies by
GSA under mandatory programs, dollar
threshold delegations, certification
programs, or other so-called blanket
delegations shall include requirements
for agency specification of security
requirements.
(3) Assure that information technology
equipment, software, computer room
construction, guard or custodial
services, telecommunications services,
and any other related services procured
by GSA meet the security requirements.
established and specified by the user
agency and are consistent with other
applicable policies and standards issued
by OMB, the Department of Commerce,
.the Department of Defense, and the
Office of Personnel Management.
(4) Issue appropriate standards for the
security of Federal telecommunications
systems. Standards related to systems
used to communicate sensitive
information, the loss of which could
adversely affect the national security
interest, shall be d!,lveloped and issued
in accordance with applicable national
security directives.
d. Office of Personnel Management.
The Director, Office of Personnel
Management, shall maintain personnel
security policies for federal personnel
associated with the design,
programming, operation, maintenance,
or use of Federal automated information
systems. Requirements for personnel
checks impoaed by these policies should
vary commensurate with the risk and
magnitude of loss or harm that could be
caused by the individual. The checks
may range from merely normal
reemployment screening procedures to
full background investigations.
5. Reports. In their annual internal
control report to the President and the
Congress, required under OMB Circular
No. A-1za; agencies shall:
a. Describe any security or other
control weaknesses identifeq during
aduits or reviews of sensitive
applications or when conducting risk
analyses of installations; and
b. Provide assurance that there is
adequate secw-ity of 11gency automated
information· sy.s tems.

Appendix IV to OMB Circular No. A-::130-Analysis of Key Sections
1. Purpose
The purpose of this Appendix is to
provide a general context and
explanation for the contests of the key
sections of the Circular.
2. Background

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.
Pub. L. 96-511, 94 Stat 2812, codified at
Chapter 35 of Title 44 of the United
States Code, establishes a broad
mandate for agencies to perform their
information activities in an efficient,
effective, and economical manner.
Section 3504 of the Act provides
authority to the Director, Office of
Mana_gement and Budget (OMB), to
develop and implement uniform and
consistent ·information resources
management policies; oversee the
developmentand promote the use of
information management principles,
standards, and guidelines; evaluate
agency information management
practices in order to determine their
adequacy and efficiency; and determine
compliance of such practices with the
policies, principles, standards, and
guidelines promulgated by the Director.
The Circular implements OMB
authority under the Act with respect to
Section 3504(b), general information
policy, Section 3504(e), records
management, Section 3504(f), privacy,
and Section 3504(g), Federal automatic
data processing and
telecommunications; the Privacy Act of
1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a); Sections 111 and
206 of the Federal Property and
Administrative.Services Act of 1949, as
amended (40 U.S.C. 759 and 487,
respectively); the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 (31 U.S.C. 1 et
seq.); and Executive Order No. 12046 of
March 27, 1978 and Executive Order No.
12472 of April 3, 1984, Assignment of
National Security and Emergency
Telecommunications Functions. The
Circular complements 5 CFR Part 1320,
Controlling Paperwork Burden on the
Public, which implements other sections
of the Paperwork Reduction Act dealing
with controlling the reporting and
reconlkeeping bµrden placed on the
public;
In addition, the Circular revises and
consolidated policy and procedures in
five existing OMB directives and
rescinds those directives, as follows:
A-71-Responsibilities for the
Administration and Management of
Automatic Data Processing Activities
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to
CircularNo. A-71-Security"of
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Federal Automated Information
Systems
.
A-90-Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate and
Improve Information Systems
A-108-Responsibilities for the
Maintenance of Records about
Individuals by Federal Agencies
A-121-Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery, and Interagency Sharing of
Data Processing Facilities.
OMB's review of the five existing
policy directives led to the conclusion
that much, but not all, of their content
was procedural in nature, concerned
chiefly with how policies were to be
carried out. OMB determined that it was
important dearly to distinguish the
statement of policies from the
procedures for implementing those
policies. For this reason, the main body
of the Circular consists of basic
considerations and assumptions,
policies, and assignments of
responsibility; the appendices to the
Circular consist of procedures for
implementing various policies and with
analysis of key secti9ns.
OMB developed the main body of the
Circular relying upon comments on the
Federal Register notice as well as other
forms of Federal agency and public
input, principally meetings with
interested parties. For the procedural
revisions, OMB relied on the assistance
of interagency task groups.
The revised contents of OMB Circular
No. A-71, dealing with assignments of
responsibilities, are in the main body of
this Circular. The eon tents of OMB
Circular No. A-90 are rescinded entirely.
.with the exception of a policy statement
at Section 8(b)(l7) of this Circular. .
Revisions of the procedural aspects of
the other three policy directivesTransmittal Memorandum No. 1 to A-71,
A-108, and-A-121-are appendices to
this Circular. Appendices I, U. and III
have the same prescriptive force as the
Circular; Appendix IV is an explanatory
document..
On September 17, 1984, the President
signed National Security Decision ·
Directive (NSDD) No. 145, National
Policy on Telecommunications and
Automated Information Systems
Security. The NSDD requires that the
Director, OMB, review for consistency
with NSDD. and amend as a'ppropriate
OMB Circular No. A-71, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1. The Circular and
Appendix III 11atisfy the NSDD
require!Dent.
3. Analysis
Section 6. Definitions.
f Acce~s to information. g.
Dissemination of information. The,

Circular defines "access to information"
as the function of providing to.members
of the public, upon their request, the
government information to which they
are entitled under law. Access refers to
those situations in which the
government agency's role is passive;
access is what the government's
responsibilities are when the public
comes to the government and ask far
information the government has and the
public is entitled to. "Dissemination," in
the Circular's usage, refers to the
function of distributing government
information; dissemination connote.s an
active outreach by a government
agency. Dissemination refers to those
situations in which the government
provides the public with information
without the public having to come and
ask for it.
The distinction between access and
dissemination is posed in order to
elaborate the responsibilities of Federal
agencies for providing information to the
public. Two fundamentally different
situations exist: one in which the public
goes to the agency to ask for information
the agency holds and may or may not
have disseminated; and one in which the
agency chooses to take the information
it holds to the public. In the first
instance-access-Congress has
provided specific statutory policy in the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and
in the Privacy Act. These laws and
policies concerning access to
government information are explicit.
well known, and now so widely
accepted in practice by Federal agencies
as not to require policy elaboration in
this Circular. Agencies should know
that, if members of the public ask for
information subject to FOIA or the
Privacy Act, the agencies should
normally provide the information
forthwith, because the public ~as a
formal legal process for forcing the
agencies to yield the information.
The--telationship between access to
the dissemination of information is
explail}ed below, in the discussion of
l3a(B) through (12). ·
Section 7. Basic CansidP.rotions and ·
Assumptions
Basic considerations and assumptions
.are statements that provide the
underpinnings for the prescriptive
policies in Section 8; they are not
themselves policy statements. They are
either derived from statutes or
legislative history; or represent
executjte branch management.
philosophy as. embodied in the Circular. ·
_:Statements 7-,.a through 7-d provide
.the general context for management of
Federal information .resources.
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-Statement 7-e summarizes policy
found in OMB Circular No. A-76,
Performance ·of Commercial
Activities.
-Statement 7-f states a general
predisposition to use up-to-date
information technology to manage
Federal infonnation resources.
-Statements 7-g and 7-h pertain to the
Privacy Act and the Freedom of
Information Act, respectively.
-Statement 7-i pertains to the National ·
Science and Technology Policy,
Organization and Priorities Act.
-Statement 7-j pertains to the Federal
Records Act.
-Statement 7-k states a relationship
between Federal infor~ation policy
and international information policy.
Section 8. Policies
This section is divided into two
subsections that generally correspond to
the twofold definition of information
resources management in Section 6-b,
namely, information itself and the
resources associated with information.
a. Information Management. The
Paperwork Reduction Act acknowledges
that information ls a valuable resource
and should be managed as such.
Proceeding from this premise, this
subsection states policies concerning the
management of Federal information.
{I} and (2). Information Collection and
Sharing. The Circular's basic
considerations and assumptions
(Section 7) establish the value of
government information activities.
Without question, some information
created or collected by Federal agencies
is so vital that the American form of
government. the economy; national
security, and citizens' safety and
wellbeing could not continue to exist in
its absence. Nothing in this Circular is
intended to diminish or derogate the
creation or collection of such
information, nor to serve as a pretext
under which a Federal agency could ·
damage the Nation's critical ne,eds by
failing to create or collect such
information. · At the same time, the Paperwork
Reduction Act was designed to remedy
deficiencies Congress perceived in
·
Federal'information activities. In the
words of:the report of the House
Committee on Government Operations
(Report No. 9~5. p. 3):
The legiiilation is the result of a growing
concern that the way the Government ..
collects, uses, and disseminates informatic;m
must be improved. In~fficiencies in current .
Federal information practices drastically
reduce the effectiveness of the Government '
whill!, at' the same time, drowning our
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citizens in a sea of forms , questionnaires. and
repor ts.

The Act intends that the creation or
collection of information be carried out
within the context of efficient, effective,
and economical management. When
Federal agencies create or collect
information-just as when they perform
any other vital functions-they consume
scarce resources and such activities
must be continually scrutinized in light
of good management principles. The
applicable principles provided in the
purposes of the Act are:
-To minimize the Federal paperwork
burden for individuals, small
businesses, State and local
governments, and other persons;
-To minimize the cost to the Federal
Government of collecting,
maintaining, using and disseminating
information; and
- -To maximize the usefulness of
information collected by the Federal
Government. (44 U.8-C. 3501)
Agencies m_ust justify the creation or
collection of information in the light of
their statutory functions. Policy
statement 8a(9) uses the standard.
"necessary for the proper performance
of agency functions," taken directly from
the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
3504(c)(2)). Further, the policy statement
includes the requirement that the
information have practical utility, as
defined in the Paperwork Reduction Act
(44 U.S.C. 3502(15)) and elaborated in
Controlling Paperwork Burdens on the
Public (5 CFR Part 1320). Note that
practical utility includes characteristics
pertaining to the quality of information
~uch as accuracy, adequacy, and
reliability, and that, in the case of
general purpose statistics or
recordkeeping. practical utility means
that actual uses can be demonstrated (5
CFR 1320.7 (q)).
Good management and the
requirement of practical utility dictate
that agencies must plan from the outset
for the steps in the information life
cycle. The Act also stipulates that
agencies must "formulate plans for
tabulating the information in a manner
which will enhance its usefulness to
other agencies and to the public" (44
U.S.C. 3507(a)(l)(C)). When creating or
collecting information, agencies must
plan how they will prQcess and transmit
the information, how they will use it,
what provisions they will make for
access to it, whether and how they will
disseminate it, how they will store it,
and finally, ho.w the information will
ultimately be disposed of. While
agencies cannot at the outset achieve
absolute certitude in planning for each
of these processes. the requirement for

information resources planning is
clearly contained in the Act (44 U.S.C.
3506(c)(l)), and the absence of adequate
planning is sufficient reason not to
create or collect information in the first
place.
.
Before creating or collecting new
information, agencies should look first
to other agencies and the private sector
so as not to duplicate existing
information sources or services that
would satisfy their needs. The Act
requires that agencies shall not conduct
or sponsor information collections
unless they have eliminated collections
"which seek to obtain information
available from another source within the
Federal Government" (44 U.S.C.
3507(a)!l)(Al). Each agency must also"ensure its infornrntion systems do not
overlap each other or duplicate the
systems of other agencies" {44 U.S.C.
3506(c)(2)). The Act also contains
provisions governing the sharing of
information between agencies (44 U.S.C.
3510). Applying the policy of OMB
Circular No. A-76, the Circulal' also
requires agencies to examine the
possibility of acquiring the necessary
information from private sector sources.
This is not to say that information
creation or collection functions should
be indiscriminately turned over to other
agencies or to the private sector, but
rather to say that agencies have an
obligation to examine other potential
sources of information which may
satisfy agency needs. Some information
can only be created or collected by
Federal agencies themselves in the
exercise of the government's sovereign
powers. For some information, the
government can satisfy its legitimate
needs only when a Federal agency is the
creation or collection agent. But ·o ther
information needs can be met, and in
many cases are routinely met, through
existing services and sources in other
agencies or the private sector. In many
cases there is no inherently
governmental function that is served by
having information collected by a
Federal agency; agencies should and do
consider acquiring information
collection services from the private
sector. The Circular emphasizes that
these sources should always be looked
to first in the interests of efficiency and
economy.
(3) through (6). Privacy Act and
Freedom of Information Act. These
statements contain policy statements
pertaining to the Privacy Act and
incorporating th.e policies of OMB
Circular No. A-108, which is rescinded
and superseded. Agencies are to ensure
that they meet'the requirements of the
Privacy Act regarding collection -0£
individualiy identifiable infonnation.

Such information is to be maintained
and protected so as to preclude
intrusion into the privacy of individuals.
Individuals must be accorded access
and amendment rights to records, as
provided in the Privacy Act. Apprndix I
prescribes procedures for the
maintenance of records about
individuals in accordance with the
Privacy Act.
In addition to Privacy Act
considerations, statements (3) and (4)
include provisions concerning
proprietary information. Agencies are to
minimize their collection of proprietary
information, consistent with legal
requirements and operational necessity
and, when such information must be
collected, agencies must provide for its
protection.
{7}. Training. Agency personnel must
receive proper training to safeguard
information resources. Training is
particularly important in view of the
changing nature of information
resources management. The ,
development of end user computing and
office automation, for example, place
the management of information and
'information technology in the hands of
nearly all agency personnel rather than
in the hands of a few employees at
centralized facilities such as large
computer centers. Policies and
procedures for computer security,
records management, protection of
privacy, and other safeguards need to be
incorporated into information resources
management training programs. (BJ through {12}. Information
Dissemination.
(BJ and (9). General Policy. How does
the public know what information is
available from Federal agencies? That
is, given the distinction the Circular
makes between access and
dissemination, what is the ,relationship
between the two? How does the public
know what government information is
accessible? The answer is: through the
government's dissemination of
information on what is available and
how to gain to access U.
The Freedom ·of Information Act
requires each agency to publish
currently in the Federal Register, for the
guidance of the public, descriptions of
agency organization; where and how the
public may obtain information; the
general course and methods by which
agency functions are determined,
including all procedural requirements;
rules of procedure; descriptions of forms
and how to obtain them; substantive
regulations; statements of general
policy; and revisions to all the foregoing
(5 U.S.C. 552(a){1)). The Privacy A.ct also
requires publication of information
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concerning systems of records (see
Appendix I); the Government in the
Sunshine Act requires agencies to make
public announcement of meetings {5
U.S.C. 552b[e)(1)). The Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. 3507(a)(2)) and
Controlling Paperwork Burdens on the
Public (5 CFR Part 1320) require
agencies to publish notices when they
submit information collection requests
for OMB approval.
In sum, every Federal agency has
obligations to disseminate bask:
information to the public concerning
what the agency does, how its programs
operate, what the public must do to
comply with laws or regulations, how to
receive benefits, and how the public can
use agency services. These obligations
are the basic linkage between access .to.
and dissemination of, government
information.
Beyond generic requirements, specific
laws affect agency dissemination of
information in two ways. First, for some
agencies their basic enabling legislation
stipulates that information
dissemination is part of their statutory
mission. General purpose statistical
agencies, for example, have jnformation
dissemination as part of their very
reason for existence. These agencies
conduct substantial information
dissemination programs in order to
carry out their necessary functions. ln
contrast, other agencies such as some
regulatory agencies have basic
information access, but minimal
information dissemination,
responsibilities; the existence of
substantial information dissemination
programs in such agencies would be
unusual. Second, statutes may
sometimes require that agencies produce
and disseminate spedfic information
products or services. For example, the
law may state that the President or head
of an agency shall make reports to the
Congress on given subjects; these would
be legally required disseminations of
information.
Beyond generic and specific statutory
requirements, agencies have positive
obligations to disseminate information
as a necessary part of performing their
functions. Each agency head must
clarify the nature of these obligations for
the agency's particular mission and set
appropriate boundaries for
dissemination functions. Before -0.eciding
to disseminate an information product
or service, and periodically therefore, an
agency must be able to demonstrate that
the.diss.emination of the product or
service passes the test of either being
required by law or being necessary for
the.proper performance of agency
functions.

In conformity with the purposes of the
Paperwork Reduction Act, the agency's
positive obligations to cijsseminate
information must be discharged within a
responsible management framework of
minimizing costs to the Federal
Government while maximizing the
usefulness of the information. Efficient,
effective, and economical dissemination
does riot translate-into diminishing or
limiting the flow of information from the
agency to the public. To the contrary,
good management of information
resources should result in more wseful
information flowing with greater facility
to the public, a1 less cost to the
taxpayer. '
Given an adequate basis for
dissemination, agencies must also ask
themselves whether a proposed or
existing information product or service
substantially duplicates similar products
or services that would 'otherwise be
available, either from another agency or
from the priva._, sector. This
requirement ot non-duplication,
originating in the Paperwork Reduction
Act, husbands scarce resources and
leads to more efficient, effective, and
economical information dissemination
by the government., ·
Similarly, the fact that an agency has
created or collected information is not
itself a valid reason for creating a
program, products, or service to
disseminate the information to the
public. Agencies create and collect
much information, often for purely
internal governmental purposes, that is
not intended for dissemination, for
which there is no public demand, and
the dissemination of which would serve
no public purpose and would not be
cost-justified; e.g., compilations of
routine time and attendance records for
Federal employees; or publication of the
thousands of pages of common carrier
.tariff filings byregulatory agencies.
While such information may be subject
to access upon request under provisions
of agency statutes, the Freedom of
Information Act, or the Privacy Act, the
agency must demonstrate in each case
the need actively to disseminate such
information. Over time, changes in laws.
economic conditions, or information
technology can result in changes in
public demand, public purpose, or
dissemination costs; for example, an
agency's shift to electronic filing of
reports,' perhaps carried out primarily in
order to improve internal information
management, might generate a public
demand for electronic disseminatton
that could be satisfied at minimal cost to
the government and also improve the
performance of the agency's information
access function. The decision to
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disseniinate information, however,
entails potentially significant costs, must
be addressed separately from the
decision to create or collect infor-mation.
and must hinge upon a determination
that dissemination is necessarv for
proper performance of agency °functions.
If agencies do contemplate
disseminating particular information.
they should plan for its dissemination
when creating or collecting the
information (see 8a(1)). Planning fordissemination should proceed from the
Paperwork Reduction Act premises of
minimizing the cost to the government
while maximizing the usefulness of
information. The focus of information
dissemination plans ~h•ould be on
elevating to a policy level decisions
regarding the agency's positive
obligations to disseminate information
and ensuring that the agency discharges
the obligations in the most efficient,
effective, and economical manner.
{10} Adequate Notice. Bec&use many
government information activities are
important to the.,government and to the
public, agencies must exercise care not
to act capriciously with respect to
information products and services.
When agencies intend to commence
offering new products or services, they
should provide adequate advance notice
so that the public may comment as to
the need for the product or service. For
example, if private sector interests
believe they are already offering or are
about to offer the same or a similar
product or service-in which event the ·
government may potentially be entering .
into unfair competition-such notice will
allow these interests to present their
case before the product·or service is
lc1unched. By the same token, if many
members of the public greatly depend on ,
a particular product service, they
should be permitted to voice their views
to an agency that is contemplating
termination of the product or service..
The Circular refers to "significant"
information products and services. It is
not the Circular's intent that agencies
should follow notice and comment
procedures when terminating relatively
inconsequential information products
and services; e~amples might be minor
brochures or flyers. products and
services that were never intended to be
continuing, or for whic4 there is now
little or no public audience. Agencies
should determine for themselves
whether information products and
servic~s are ''significant," and in some .
cases may wish to establish procedures
and thershold criteria for making such
determinations. If a product or-service is
considered significant, as detennined
ultimately by the agency head, the

or
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agency may be well advised to follow
notice ,and comment procedures prior to
initiation or termination.
{ll}{a). Reaching the Public; Avoiding
Information Monopolies. When agencies
have justified and ma<;le the basic
decision to disseminate information,
they must also satisfy conditions
regarding the manner of dissemination.
First, agencies must take steps to ensure
that members of.the public who the
agency has an obligation to reach have
a resonable ability to acquire the
information. The audiences for
information products and services will
vary, and agencies should tailor the
dissemination methods so as to place
the information into the hands of those
whom the agency intends to receive it.
Federal agencies are often the sole
holders of certain information; hence,
when they disseminate, they are sole
suppliers and in a position of natural
monopoly. When agencies use private
sector contrac~ors to.accomplish .
dissemination, they must take care that
they do not permit contractors to
exercise monopolistic controls in ways
that defeat the agencies' in.formation
dissemination obligations, for example,
by setting unreasonably high prices. In
some cases agencies may need to .
formulate contractual terms with a sole
supplier contractor so that the
contractor functions as a mere
intermediary for the agen.cy in dealing
·
with end users in the public.
{ll)(b). Reliance on the Private
Sector. In disseminating information-as
with other activities-agencies must act
in the most cost effective manner, which
includes maximum feasible reliance on
the private sector. This is merely an
application to agency infonnation
dissemination programs of the policy
stated in OMB Circular No. A-76,
Performance of Commercial Activities,
and summarized in Section 7f of this
. Circular. It is "the general policy of the
government to rely on commercial
sources to supply the products and
services the government needs,"
including products and services the
government needs in order to
disseminate information to the public.
For example, before an agency
establishes a service for electronic
dissemination of government
information via an online computer
system, the agency should compare the
cost of contracting for operation of the ·
service versus in-house performance
and determine.whether in-house
.
performance is less co,stly both for the
government and for the public who_will
'
receive the .service.
Policies.contained in OMB Circular
No. A~76 are applicable to ·information
disseminatiop, including the policy that

inherently governmental functions
should be performed by government
employees. The general policy of
reliance on the private sector is
balanced by the "inherent governmental
function" policy, and the Circular in no
way intends to abrogate the latter.
Where agencies determine that
information dissemination activities are
inherently gqvernmenta.l, the agencies
themselves should carry out the
activities.
{ll}{c). User Charges. The Federal
Government is the sole possessor and
supplier of certain types of information,
which is frequently of subst1;1ntial
commerical value. Dissemination of
such information, or its dissemination in
a specific form or medium, may
represent a government service from
which identifiable recipients derive
special benefits, in which case they may
be subject to OMB Circular No. A-25,
User Charges. For example, where the
information is already substantially
available in printed form, agencies may
consider dissemination in electronic
form to be a service of special benefit,
the costs of which should be recovered
through user charges. Many agencies do
not have consistent, agency-wide
policies and procedures for setting user
charges for information products and
services with a view to cost recovery.
Agencies must establish user charges for
the costs of information dissemination,
and recover such costs, where
appropriate. Whether user charges are
appropriate depends, in principle, on
whether identifiable recipients will
receive special benefits from
information products and services.
The requirement to establish user
charges is not, however, intended to
make the ability to pay the sole criterion
for determining whether the public
teceives government information.
Agencies must balance the requirement
to establish user charges and the level of
fees charged against other policies,
specifically, the proper performance of
agency functions and tl_le need to ensure
that information products and.services
reach the public for whom they are
intended (see Section 8a(11)(a)). If an
agency has a positive obligation to place
a given product or service in the hands
of certain ~pecific groups or members of
the public and also determines that user
charges will constitute a significant
barrier to discharging this obligation, the
agency may have grounds for reducing
or eliminating its user charges for the
product or service, or for exempting
some recipients from the charge.
{12). Periodic Review and Depository
Libraries. ,Agencies must also establish
procedures for periodically reviewing·
their information dissemination-

programs. Agency information
dissemination plans must ask whether
the agency should disseminate a given
information product or service at all; if
the agency is already disseminating the
product or service, reviews should ask
whether the agency should continue to
do so; or whether the manner or medium
of dissemination is the most efficient,
effective, and economical.
In addition, agencies must establish
procedures to ensure compliance with 44
U.S.C. 1902, which requires that
government publications (defined in 44
U.S.C. 1901 and repeated in Section 6k
of the Circular) be made available to the
Federal depository libraries through the
Government Printing Office. The
depository libraries provide a kind of
information "safety net" to the public,
an existing institutional mechanism that
guarantees a minimum level of
availability of government information
to all members of the public. Providing
publications to the depository library
program complies with the law and
costs executive agencies virtually
nothing.
b. Information Systems and
Information Technol08Y Management.
This subsaction states policies
concerning the planning, acquisition,
operation, and management of Federal
information systems and technology.
The Federal information systems and
technology budget, which was $14
billion in FY 1985, is projected to
increase at a rate faster than that of the
overall Federal budget. With outlays at
these levels and agencies becoming
increasingly dependent upon
information technology to accomplish
their missions, it is essential that
planning processes be applied to the
acq'uisition and application of
information technology.
(1). Planning. The Paperwork
Reduction Act mandates a stronger
central role in information resources
planning. Specifically, the Act requires
that OMB: (1) publish a five-year
government-wide automatic data
processing and telecommunications
plan; (2) review and coordinate agency
proposals for the acquisition and use of
information technology; and (3) promote
the use of the technology to improve
governmental efficiency and
effectiveness. In order to meet these
objectives, it is necessary to initiate a
government-wide process for developing
and institutionalizing information
technology planning that is based in
agency programs and missions. The
planning must also be tied to the budget
so that budgetary decisions deri_ve from
plans, and conversely, so that budgetary
constraints are reflected in the plans.
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The process must further ensure that
sufficient information is available to the
central agencies to enable them to
monitor compliance with Federal
policies and identify major issues,
including cross-cutting issues where
more active centralized planning and
mnnagement may be appropriate.
Hence, agencies must institute
information planning processes tied to
both the conduct of programs and the
preparation of the agen.c y's budget.
{2} and {3}. Management Controls and
Accountability. Basic management
controls for agency information systems
are fundamental to sound information
resources management. These controls
should ensure the documentation and
periodicreview of major information
systems, as ·well as periodic cost-benefit
evaluation of overall information
resources management in light of agency
missions. In order to provide greater
incentative for management efficiencies.
accountability for information systems
should be vested in the officials
responsible for operating the programs
that the systems support.
Program managers depend upon
information systems to carry out their
programs, and yet frequently they do not
have direct control over the technical
and operational support for those
systems. Program managers often
depend upon agency computer centers
or contracted service organizations, -the
heads of which may not be directly
accountable to the program managers in
a formal ·organizational sense. Program- ·
managers are nonetheless responsible
for conducting their ·programs and, to the
~xtent successful conduct of the
programs ·entails support from
information systems, program managers
must be held accountable for acquiring
that support. The responsibilities.l)f
program managers are therefore
presumed to include securing
information systems support as needed,
and planning for contingencies.
Technical support organizations have a
concomitant responsibility to meet their
commitments, contractual or otherwise,
to their program clients. but the program
official has the ultimate responsibility
for delivering a program's product or
service.
(4) and (5). Sharing Inf01mation
Processing Capacity. OMB Circular No.
A-121, :wnich is rescinded and
superseded; required only ·that the
holder of excess automatic data
processing capacity share such capacity.
Because the holder of excess capacity
has little incentive to seek opportunities
for sharing, however. the new policy
requires both that"the holder share
capacity and thatthe agency seeking
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information processing ca·pacity fulfill
its needs from other agencies or the
private sector, whenever possible,
before acquiring the new capacity itself.
The policy establishes an order of
preference in meeting needs-look first
to existing sources before acquiring new
capacity-but is not intended to asse"rt
blindly that sharing or com~ercial
sources are the sole considerations.
Agencies must also consider whether
existing sources are more cost effective
and whether they in fact will meet
agency specific needs. Procedural
aspects of these ,policy statements are
found in Appendix II.
{6} and {7}. life Cycle Costing; and
A voiding Duplication. Agencies
frequently develop information
technology incrementally, through a
series of interim upgrades, without
regard for longer term considerations
such as the ir:forrnation systems' life
cycle. As part of their planning, agencies
need to consider the full information
system life cycle when determining the
cost of information technology. While
competitive procurement is generally to
be valued, its costs should be taken into
account, including the cost to program
effectiveness of unnecessarily lengthy
procurement processes. Other
conditions, such as the need for
compatibility, may also be legitimate
limitations on the competitive process.
Similarly, agency planning should
ensure that information systems are not
unnecessarily duplicative of systems
available elsewhere in government or
from the private sector.
(8). Softwa,f! Management. The
prevailing agency practice of developing
customized computer software is a
source of inefficiency, as the General
Accounting Office and others have
noted. While some agency applications
can only be satisfied with customized
software, the tendency to prefer custom
.development is excessively costly in
terms of initial development, continued
maintenance, and eventual conversion
to new technology, because it requires
the agency to bear the full cost of
developing and maintaining the
software it uses. While recognizing that
off-the-shelf software has pitfalls, such
as uncertainty of continued
maintenance, managers are generally to
prefer acquiring generic, off-the-shelf
software available from the private
sect_or instead bf developing their own.
{9}. Necessary Compatibility.
Agencies often acqilif'e technology that
is incapable ofcommunicating with,
other systems with which the agencies
need to communicate. Compatibility
among infGrmation systems.has
consequently emerged as a significant
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information resources management
problem. Agencies must acquir~ or
develop information systems in a
manner that enhances necessary
compatibility. The qualifier "necessary"
is used because compatibility is not an
unrestricted goal; information systems
need to be compatible with other
systems only to the extent that they
must communicate with those systems.
(10} through {13). Security. Security of
information systems means both the
protection of information while it is
within the systems and also the
assurance that the systems do exactly
what they are supposed to do and
hothing more. Information system
security entails management controls to
ensure the integrity of operations
including such matters as proper access
to the information in the systems and
proper handling of input and output. In
this sense, security of informat;on
systems is first and foremost a
management issue and only secondly a
technical problem of computer security.
The recent introduction of smaller and
more powerful computer systems and
new communications technology and
transmission media, together with the
greater involvement of end users in
managing information resources, have
increased the potential vulnerability of
Federal information systems and hence
the level of management concern.
Protecting personal, proprietary, and
other sensitive data from unauthorized
access or misuse; detecting and
preventing computer related fraud and
abuse; and assuring continuity of
operations of major information systems
in the event of emergency related
disruptions are increasingly serious
policy issues. Policy previously found in
Transmittal Memorandum Np. 1 to OMB
Circular No. A-71 is here revised;
procedural aspects of the policy are in
Appendix III to the Circular.
The General Accounting Office
reported in its review of the first-year
implementation of the Federal Managers
Financial Integrity Act'(FIA) that
internal controls in automatic data
processing systems received inadequate
coverage in FIA evaluations. GAO noted
that some agencies were uncertain of
the relationship between (a) OMB
Circular No. A-71; Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1, Security of Federal
Automated Information Systems, and (b)
OMB Circular No. A-123, Internal
Control Systems. The relationship
between security·of automated ·
information systems and agency internal
control reports is now stated clearly in Appendix III.
Appendix III provides a minimal set of
requirements for the security of all
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Federal automated information systems.
The Appendix also r-equires agencies to
incorporate additional requirements for
the secm·ity of information classified for
national security purposes, -in
accordance with appropriate national
secnrity directives.
{14) Standards. The National Bureau
of Standards, Department of Commerce,
develops and issues Federal Information
Processing Standards. The National
Communications System develops and
the General Services Administration ·
issues Federal Telecommunications
Standards. Some standards are
mandatory for Federal agencies, while
others are voluntary. Agencies may
waive the use of Federal standards
under certain conditions and.pursuant to
certain procedures, ~hich vary
depending upon the individual standard.
In genera!, OMB strongly recommends
use of these standards governrnentwide. Such standards can contribute to
overall government economy and
efficiency by increasing compatibility in
computer and telecommunications
networks, improving the transportability
of software, and enabling computer
systems to be developed using
.
components of different manufacturers.
These advaritages can result in reduced
procurement costs for equipment arid
services, iqiproved competition, and
better uWization of staff training and
skills. While government-wide
standards can resuitin management
efficiencies, agencies should be mindful
that standards can also have the
untoward effects of regulations, as noted
in OMB Circular No. A-119. Agencies
should continuously assess relative,
costs and benefits of standards and
their effects upon the agency's
accomplishment of its mission. Note
also that national security directives
prescribe standards for computer
security.
{15} A voiding Information Technology
Monopolies. Many agencies operate one
or more central information .technology,
facilities to support agency programs. In.
.these agencies, program managers- are
o£ten required to use the central
facilities. The manager of such a
monopoly facility has a lesser incentive
to control costs, since ,he or she has a
captive clientele. The program manager
has little leverage to ensure that
information processing resources are
efficiently allocated since he or she
cannot seek, or can seek only with great
difficulty, alternative sources of supply.
When users are dependent on effective'
technology support to perform their
functions, control over selection of
facility is essential and consistent.with
holding uset'S responsible for procl,ucing

their government information products.
To provide incentives conducive to more
businesslike procedures in information
technology.facilities, agencies should
avoid monopolistic information
processing arrangements and should
enter into them only if their cost
effectiveness is clear and they 'are
subject to periodic review. Appendix II
specifies certain procedures with
respect to this policy.
{16) Cost Recovery. This policy
constitutes a revision to policy stated In
OMB Circular No. A-121. Whereas
Circular No, A-121 required only th!jt
costs for automatic data processing
facilities be .a llocated to use.rs, c1.ge.ncies
must now recover the costs of
information technology faciliti.es from
government users. Viable management
of a large information technology facility
requires that managers know the
amount of resources devoted to earh
user when providing services.
Furthermore, effective management of
the use of information technology
requires that the user have
.
responsibility for and control over the
resources consumed by use of the
facility. Experience· with Circular No. A,121 showed OMB that aHocating costs
had little effect ~>'n agericie_s'· behavior;
recovering costs means that.actual .
transfers of funds will take place
between suppliers and users of
information technology fadJi~ies.
Procedu-ral f!Spects of the policy appear
in Appendix II.
'
'
{17} Coordination with State and ,
Local Governments. This policy
reaffirms policy previously found,i:n
OMB Circular No. A-90, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1. The interagency
group that worked on the revision of
Circular No . .A-90 recommended, and
OMB agreed, that the Circular should be
rescinded except for a single policy
statement prohibiting Federal agencies,
frpm placing unnecessary restrictions. on
the ii1formation systems that Stale.·.a nd
local governments use to carry ·out
federally finimced program activities.
{18} Application of Up,to-date ·
Information Technology, Recent
availability of low cost, highly efficient
and effective electronic information
technology· can great!'y increase worker
productivity and facilitate operation of
Federal agency programs. The Circular
states a predisposition, based in the '
Paperwork Reduction Act, in favor of
applying such technology to the
information life cycle within a
.
responsible management context. Two
broad areas of information technology
merit further discussion: (1) electronic
information collection and

dissemination, and (2) end user
computing,
-Electronic Col!ectfon and
Dissemination of Infomialfon. Federal
age11cies art? moving rapidly to
provide for collection and
dissemination of information thrc ugh
electronic media. In developing th.is
Circular, OMB considered whether it
was necessary to provide specific
policies concerning electronic
.collection and dissemination of
governmental information. OMB
concluded that, except for the general
predisposition in favor o[ applying
new technological ctevelopments to
information resources management,
the policies that apply to information
collection and dissemination in other
media also apply to electronic
collection and dissemination. It is
important, however, that agencies
recognize the. necessity of
systematically thinking through the
application of policies stated
elsewhere in this Circular to
electronic collection and
dissemination of information. For
example, when developing electronic
collection programs, agencies sho~ld
give particular attention to issues such
as privacy, public access, and records'
management. When developing
electronic dissemination programs,
ageneies should ensure that access is
provided th each class of users upon
reasonable terms, avoid problems
arising from monopolistic control,
ensure :maximum reliance upon' the
private: sector, and take necessary ·
steps for cost accounting and cost
recovery.
Elld. User Computing. Federal
agencies are 'also moving rapidly to
acquire end user computing
capabilities. OMB endorses the
managed innovation approach to end
.user computing presented in GSA~s
publication Managing End User
Computing in the Federal Government
(June,1983}. Because end user
computing places management of
inforin;,ition in the hands of individual
·iigency personnel -rather than in a
central automatic data processing
organization,: the'Circular requires
that agencies train end users in their
responsibilities for safeguarding
information; Appendix III deals in
part with the security of end user
computing.

Section 9. Assignment of
Respomibii{'tief!
This section assigns responsibilities
fpr the management .of Federal
.information resources addressed in this
Circular. OMB Circular No. A-71 is
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rescinded and its contents are revised
and incorporated into this section alDng
with responsibilities assigned under t.he
Paperwork Reduction Act; Section 111 of
the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act, as amended; and
Executive Order No. 12046. Certain
assignments of responsibility from OMB
to other agencies, as noted below, are
also included. Following are principal
noteworthy aspects of this section.
Responsibility for Managing
Information Resources. Statement 9a(1)
is a key element in the Circular because
it establishes that the locus of
responsibility for actual management of
Federal information resources is the
head of each agency. This means, for
example, that the determination of what
is "necessary for the proper
performance of agency functions" with
respect to information creation or
collection (8a(1)) and information
dissemination (8a(9)) lies with the head
of the agency. In the Circular OMB sets
the policy framework within which such
determinations are tci be made and the
standards and provisions for reviewing
the determinations, but the management
decisions and their implementation .
belong properly with the agency holding
the information resources.
Triennial Reviews. The Paperwork
Reduction Act provides that the Director
of OMB " ... shall, with the advice and
assistance of the Administrator of
General Services, selectively review, at
least once every three years, the
information.management activities of
each agency to ascertain their adequacy
and efficiency." (44U.S.C. 3513) The ·
Administrator oflnformation and
Regulatory Affairs, OMB, and the
Deputy Administrator of the General
Servkes.Administration,,in an exchange
of correspondence dated June 13 and
July 22, 1983, concurred that GSA has
the neces.sary·statutory authority to
conduct reviews of Federal agency
information resources management
activities. Separate triennial reviews of
agency activities by OMB and GSA
would be unnecessarily duplicative,

which would not be consistent with the
Act. Accordingly, the triennial reviews
conducted by GSA will be designed to
meet OMB's requirements under the
Paperwork Reduction Act as well as
GSA's own needs.
Senior Officials for Information
Resources Management. In accordance
with 44 U.S.C. 3506(hJ and 5 CFR 1320.8,
agencies are required to designate a
senior official to carry out
responsibilities under the Paperwork
Reduction Act. The designation of the
official is intended to assure clear
accountability for setting policy for
agency information resources
management activHies, provide for
greater coordination among the agency's
information activities, and ensure
greater visibility of such activities
within the agency. The responsibilities
of the senior official for information
resources management were identified
in OMB Bulletin No. 81-21, which has
expired. Those r!lsponsibilities are now
estabished in this .Circular.
International Information Policy, The
Circular deals with the management of
information resources held by the
Federal government. While the creation,
collection, processing, transmission,
dissemination, use, storage, and
disposition of information by the
Federal government has international
ramifications, Federal government
information resources management
policy is not the same as "U.S.
information policy," which refers to U.S.
national interests in the information
field vis-a-vis the policies and interests
of other nations. The Circular formally
acknowledges this distinction and
assigns responsibflities for international
information policy only insofar as it
relates to Federal government
information resources management
policy.
Timely Technology Procurement.
Inherent in effective management of
information technology is the ability of
program managers to acquire technology
in a timely manner. GSA is assigned the
responsibility in Section 9 to develop
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criteria that will streamline procurement
procedures and delegate procurement
authority to agencies that comply wi,th
those procedures. All Federal agencies
are directed in Section 9 to develop
internal policies_and procedures that
further provide for timely acquisition of
information technology.
R~cords Ma;agement. The Paperwork
Reduction Act makes the management
of Federal records an integral part of
information resources management.
While no new policies are embodied in
this Circular,-responsibilities have been
assigned in order to ensure that agency
records management programs are
considered within the context of Federal
information resources management.

Section 10. 0.-ersight
The broad scope of the Circular
dictates a strategy of focusing oversight
on a series of aspects of information
resources management rather than on a
single comprehensive reporting scheme.
OMB intends to use existing
mechanisms, such as the fiscal budget,
information collection budget, and
management reviews, to examine
agency compliance with the Circular.
For example, during 1984 the
management reviews for the FY 1986
budget year concentrated on five crosscutting information issues: overall
information resources management
strategy, telecommunications, software
management, "eleotronic filing," and
end user computing. OMB issued data
call bulletins requesting information
specific to these issues, targeted the
issues for special attention during the
management reviews, and requested
individual agencies to submit
management improvement plans on
specific aspects of the issues. Pursuit of
this kind of selective oversight strategy
permits OMB and the agencies the
flexibility to shift the focus of oversight
as information issues and the
technological environment change.
(FR Doc. 85-30330 Filed 12-23-85; 8:45 am]
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CORRECTIONS
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET
Management of Federal Information
Resources

Correction
In FR Doc. 85-30330 beginning on page
52730 in the issue of Tuesday, December
24, 1985, make the following corrections:
1. On page 52731, in the first column,
in the second paragraph, in the fourth
line, "on" should read. "or".
2. On page 52734, in the second
column, In the first paragraph, in the
fifth line, "other" should read "others";
and in the second paragraph, in the 17th
and 18th lines, remove the following
duplicate text: "OMB revised the
appendix to reflect these comments."
3. On page 52735, in ihe third column,
in paragraph 6j, in the third line,
"budget" should read "budgeting".
4. Ori page 52736, in the first column,

in paragraph 7c, in the eighth line, "the
maximize" should read "and maximize";
and in paragraph 7g, in the fourth line,
"to access" should read "of access".
5. On page 52737, in the first column,
in the first line, "Meeting" should read
"Meet",
6. On page 52739, in the third column,
in paragraph 3e(3), in the second line,
"or" should read "of'.
7. Oh page 52742, in the second
column, in paragraph 6b, in the second
line, "Administration" should read
"Administrator".
8. On page 52743:
a. In the second column, in paragraph
3a(2), in the 26th line, insert "be"
between "shall" and "included".
b. In the third column, in paragraph
3c(2J[a], in the second line, insert "new"
between "for" and "installations"; and
in paragraph 3c(2)(3), in the fifth line,
"have" should read "has".
9. On page 52744:

a. In the second column, in the sixth
line from the bottom, the first word
should read "audits".
b. In the third column, in the first
paragraph, in the third line, "contests"
should read "contents"; and in the
eighth line from the bottom of the page,
"consolidated" should read
"consolidates".
10. On page 52745:
a. In the first column, in the ninth line
from the bottom of the page, insert "the"
between "with" and "NSDD",
b. In the second column, in the 17th
line from the bottom of the page, "the"
should read "and".
11. On page 52747, in the first column,
i!) the seventh line from the bottom of
the page, "therefore" should read
"thereafter".
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